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NEW YORK, N.Y.
An NYPD counterterrorism unit patrolling New York Harbor. 62
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On the cover: Aviation Unit members of the New
York Police Department at Floyd Bennett Field in
Brooklyn, N.Y., on March 21, 2006.
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Public Defenders Instead of relying on the feds
for security post-9/11, the New York Police Department created
its own anti-terror unit, using high-tech and old-school citycop tactics to thwart an adaptive, relentless enemy. Now, other
American cities are following New York’s lead. BY BRAD REAGAN
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The Joy of Concrete This humble mix of sand,
gravel, water and cement lasts darn-near forever. (Just look at
Rome’s concrete Pantheon.) Imagine what it can do for your
backyard. BY MERLE HENKENIUS
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Power Trip On a seven-day coast-to-coast trip, we
venture off interstates and onto heart-pounding, high-performance back roads in a Corvette Z06. Special foldout: We poll the
pros to pick the country’s 25 hottest drives. BY BEN STEWART

92 What’s Wrong With This Picture? After
months of deliberation, you’ve ﬁnally taken the HDTV plunge—
and discoloration and pixelation are the last things you want
to see. Before you send back that sleek new set, check out our
guide to common hi-def glitches. BY PETE PUTMAN
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WIN OVER $500 IN CHANNELLOCK TOOLS
Includes our most popular pliers, adjustable wrenches,
cutters and screwdrivers in a CHANNELLOCK toolbox.

Enter to win at www.popularmechanics.com/channellock by 9/30/06
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ROAD TRIP!
Those two words conjure up
the essence of summer fun in
every red-blooded American.
For our recent coast-to-coast
adventure on pages 76 to 90, we chose a new 505-hp
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 and went in search of America’s
best driving roads: popularmechanics.com/Z06.
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ONLINE AUTO CLINIC
Expanding on his long-running
column in the magazine, Mike Allen
recently started replying to readers’
car questions on the Web. Online
Auto Clinic has become so popular
we’ve turned it into a separate blog:
popularmechanics.com/webautoclinic.

Just
follow
these
Easy
Steps:
LOG ON
Just log on to survey
.popularmechanics.com.

PARTICIPATE
HOME JOURNAL

3PECIAL OFFER TO 0- READERS
HAVE 3COTCHGARD© 0AINT
0ROTECTION &ILM FROM INSTALLED ON YOUR VEHICLE
AND RECEIVE  OFF FUTURE

THE PM SHED SEARCH
Readers from all over the
country have told us how
they’ve built sheds—often
from PM plans. Now it’s your
turn. Have you built a great shed? You can let us know
about it at popularmechanics.com/shedsearch.

GAS PURCHASES &OR MORE
INFORMATION VISIT
WWWPOPULARMECHANICS
COM-

SCIENCE
FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE
Exploring topics that range from life
on other planets to the inherent instability of a high arch, the brainiacs
at the American Association for the
Advancement of Science meeting in
St. Louis covered a lot of ground. Here’s our report from
the scene: popularmechanics.com/aaas.
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

Take our quick
online survey.

WIN!
One person will win
a $5000 American
Express Gift Card.
Other prizes include
one $500 American
Express Gift Card and
10 $100 American
Express Gift Cards.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sweepstakes are open to
legal US residents ages 18
or older. Entries must be
received by 12/15/2006.
Winners will be selected
randomly from all entries on
12/30/2006. Go to popular
mechanics.com to enter and
for official rules. Void where
prohibited by law. One (1)
winner of $5000, one (1)
winner of $500, and ten
(10) winners of $100 will be
selected randomly from all
entries on 12/30/2006. Odds
of winning depend on the
number of entries received.
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Eye in the sky: PM’s Reagan logs ﬂight time with the NYPD Aviation Unit.

THE ANTITERROR
BEAT

W

HAT'S TH E B E ST WAY TO

keep our country safe? In recent
months, debates have raged about how to
protect our borders, ports, cities and airports. Most of these discussions assume that
massive federal agencies are the only organizations equipped to do the job. For many tasks, that’s true. But, having
suffered two terror attacks in the past 13 years, New York City ofﬁcials
don’t see it that way. Rather than waiting for the federal government to
take the lead, New York has developed its own local—and aggressive—
approach to preventing terrorism.
“Police Commissioner Ray Kelly doesn’t just want to stand on the sidelines and let the FBI do it alone,” says PM contributing editor Brad Reagan.
Reagan, who wrote last month’s feature “The Digital Detectives,” spent
weeks with the New York Police Department’s specially trained counterterrorism units. The New York approach involves both overwhelming
force—like the heavily armed response team on our cover—and quiet, copon-the-beat intelligence gathering. Local knowledge is key. And it’s made
easier to acquire by the fact that the NYPD includes native speakers of
Pashto, Farsi and dozens of other languages. “Just about everybody in law
enforcement agrees that New York is out front on this,” Reagan says. In fact,
the Secret Service, FBI and other federal agencies maintain desks at New
York’s Counter Terrorism Bureau in order to keep in the intelligence loop.
The city’s counterterrorism units constantly experiment with new tactics and equipment. “They’re essentially doing ﬁeld tests for the rest of the
country,” Reagan says. Many of the NYPD’s best ideas have already ﬁltered
out to other cities. There may be no perfect defense against terrorism. But,
it’s nice to know that there is also no shortage of new ideas.

J i m
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ALEX MAJOLI
To capture the elite
counterterrorism
units of the New York
Police Department in
action for this month’s
cover story (“Public
Defenders,” page 62), photographer Alex Majoli spent six days
with the NYPD Hercules teams,
both on the ground and in the
air. After witnessing the NYPD
at work, Majoli, who was embedded with the U.S. military in Iraq
and Afghanistan, says the roles of
national and local agencies have
blurred. “[Police] are adopting
more of a CIA attitude,” he says.
JOE TRUINI

“Basically, it’s a hole.
How can you screw it
up?”—on building your

own pond; see “Trickledown
Theory,” page 111.

MICHAEL ABRAMS
Writer Michael Abrams
is a fan of sky diving.
“There are few experiences in life where
you’ll feel totally free,”
he says. But he draws
the line at jumping from planes
wearing batlike wings, like the
men in his new book, Birdmen,
Batmen and Skyﬂyers (Harmony).
This month he reports on a
benchmark in this often-lethal
fringe sport. See “Step 1: Fire Jet
Boots. Step 2: Jump,” page 48.

Editor-in-Chief
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larger number of low-tech, rugged
machines to do the dirty work.
R O B E R T R E E G (F D N Y, R E T.)

04/06
Weapons systems,
sport piloting,
red-light cams
and a reader tip.

STONY POINT, NY

We won World War II not just
because of our brave soldiers, but
also because we out-produced
our opponents on the home front.
Today, the United States is becoming dependent on China for things
like steel pipe ﬁttings, equipment
parts, etc. Why spend billions on
weapons systems to fight China
when all they need to do to win is
enforce an embargo against us?
DA RY L Z I M M E R M A N

Assembling the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.

BRINKHAVEN, OH

T H E H O M E F RO N T
R
LETTE
E
OF TH
H
MONT

As contributor Bing West suggested in his piece “Invest in
Our Troops” (“The Great Weapons Debate,” April 2006),
how about giving up one DD(X) destroyer or a couple
of hundred Joint Strike Fighters to give our guys on the
ground better lightweight armor and portable comm gear?
This would allow direct tasking from the ground for air
support. M I C H A E L S C H L A B AC H GREAT FALLS, VA

As a veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom, I applaud Bing West’s common-sense suggestions for military
technology, and I agree that “decisive battles” are a thing of the past.
However, even the most advanced
equipment and best-trained soldiers can’t win a war against today’s
enemy unless we accept that civilian casualties are a fact of war.
S G T. S T E V E G O L D B L AT T (R E T.)
AURORA, IL

The Pentagon should build and
test one model of each weapons
system being considered. That way
we will be ready to produce these
weapons a decade from now when
we could be fighting China, North
Korea or some future power.
J O H N T R E AT

As a 9/11 survivor, I read your
stor y on the weapons debate
with great interest. The critics
of these expensive systems don’t
mention that China has devoted
a large portion of its trade surplus
to its military and that its naval
weapons systems are virtual duplicates of America’s. The war in Iraq
will not be the last one we ﬁ ght.
We need a variety of low- and hightech weapons, including a small
number of advanced systems for
specialized missions, and a much

W H A T

D O
YO U
T H I N K ?

LAFAYETTE, CA
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WINGED VICTORY

Davin Coburn’s article about learning to fly in a week piqued my
curiosity (“How I Learned to Fly
in a Week,” April 2006). I looked
into my Army log book from World
War II and saw that I had 9 hours
of f light instruction before I
soloed—in a Stearman PT-17 with
a 220-hp engine. We advanced
until we f lew the B-17 “Flying
Fortress.” I always said that I
wanted to fly a plane that had a
lot of props on it so if one failed, I
had three more to keep me in the
air. It worked until my 22nd mission, when I had to make the best
landing I ever walked away from.
Then my crew and I walked the
300 miles back home.
MARGATE, FL

W R I T E T O U S Include your full name, address and
phone number, even if you correspond by e-mail. Send
e-mail to popularmechanics@hearst.com. All letters
are subject to editing for length, style and format. Subscription or customer service questions should be directed to service.popularmechanics.com. S U B S C R I B E
Please visit subscribe.popularmechanics.com.
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Even though I’m too young to ﬂy,
I think it’s cool that it’s possible to
become a sport pilot with 20 hours
of instruction. It’s great that Davin
Coburn learned to ﬂy in a week.
OWE N WEIT ZMAN
WEST NEWTON, MA

RESPONSE: RED-LIGHT CAMS

We challenge the comical approach
your magazine took to cover the
issue [of red-light cameras] (“Big
Brother Is Ticketing You,” March
2006). Deaths and injuries caused
by red-light running aren’t funny.

From 1999 to 2000, more than 900
people were killed and an estimated 168,000 were injured in crashes that involved red-light running.
About half the deaths in these crashes were pedestrians and occupants
in other vehicles who were hit by
the red-light runners.
Red-light cameras
reduce the violations.
Our research, conducted
at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in Fairfax, Va., and
Oxnard, Calif., shows
that camera enforcement reduced violations
by about 40 percent.
Significant citywide
crash reductions followed the introduction
of red-light cameras
in Oxnard, and injury
crashes at intersections
with trafﬁc signals were
reduced by 29 percent.
Mr. Reynolds claims
that “numerous studies
have found that when
[red-light] cameras are
put in place, rear-end
collisions increase dramatically.” Introducing cameras can lead to
some increases in rearend crashes, but trafﬁc
signals in general are
associated with such
increases (compared
with stop signs). The
negative consequences
are a tradeoff for the
more important reductions in life-threatening
right-angle crashes.
The Cochrane Collaboration recently looked
at 10 studies of red-light
camera effectiveness in
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Australia, Singapore and the United
States, and reported a 16 percent
reduction in all injury crashes and
no statistically signiﬁcant change in
rear-end crashes.
ADRIAN K. LUND, PRESIDENT
INSURANCE INSTITUTE FOR HIGHWAY
SAFETY, ARLINGTON, VA

READER TIP

In Auto Clinic (April 2006) you
talked about fixing clouded-over
headlamp lenses. I have found that
toothpaste also works. Apply toothpaste to a soft toothbrush and,
using a circular motion with gentle pressure, brush it on the headlamps. Then, take a damp paper
towel and wipe off the plastic with,
or under, running water.
T E R RY H E L M R I C H S

HOW TO REACH US

BACK ISSUES Call 800-925-0485.

Keep in touch with Popular Mechanics.

Letters
While it’s not possible to print or
respond to all the mail we receive,
we do read every piece of it. You can
send us letters in three ways.
E-MAIL popularmechanics@
hearst.com
MAIL Popular Mechanics
810 Seventh Ave., 6th Floor
New York, NY 10019
FAX 212-586-5562 / Please include
your name, address and a daytime
phone number. Letters may be edited.

Customer Service
SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS? If you
have customer service questions about
current or new subscriptions and are
already a subscriber, visit our Web site:
service.popularmechanics.com.
SUBSCRIBE Go to subscribe
.popularmechanics.com
or call 800-333-4948.

CEDAR FALLS, IA
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VISIT US ONLINE
POPULARMECHANICS.COM
Browse 10 years’ worth of stories, plus
our daily blog. Highlights include:
Daily coverage of the New York
International Auto Show by the PM
auto editors. Get the scoop on the
hottest cars at popularmechanics
.com/nyautoshow.
The PM shed search. We’d like to hear
about unique sheds that you have
designed and built yourself. To see
some of our sheds, or to participate,
go to popularmechanics.com/
shedsearch.
Our New Cars & Trucks Buyers Guide
featuring Black Book pricing. Calculate
the price of any model, equipped how
you want it. popularmechanics
.com/carguide

M E N TA L T Y P E W R I T E R

NANOSCALE SPRINGS

O B L I Q U E F LY I N G W I N G

T H E S TAT E O F S U P E R C O M P U T I N G

A I R B O R N E L A S E R S TAT S

Turret length:
More than 13 ft.
Turret weight:
Approximately 11,500 pounds
Beam control system:
127 optics, ranging from under
1 in. to 67 in. in diameter
Eﬀective range:
The Chemical Oxygen Iodine
Laser (COIL) can hit a target at
around 250 miles—its precise
range is classiﬁed.

TARGETING LASER
Provides tracking data
for the main laser.

LASER TURRET
Can ﬁre a sustained
high-energy beam.

INFRARED SENSOR
Detects the heat from
a missile launch.

The 67-in.-dia., 288-pound conformal window acts as a giant lens,
focusing outgoing laser beams. It also receives data-gathering beams
as they bounce back from a target. Optical coatings help the lens
act as both a barrel and a sensor, and give it a prismatic sheen.
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HighStakes
Laser
Tag

P H OTO G R A P H S B Y B O E I N G ( M A I N P H OTO ) ,
R U S S U N D E R WO O D/ LO C K H E E D M A R T I N ( I N S E T )

By E r i k S o f g e

The Airborne Laser (ABL) sounds like something out of a very bad action movie—a
laser turret mounted on the nose of a 747-400F. This isn’t a laser designator or a
low-power beam that dazzles enemy pilots and sensors, but rather a megawattclass chemical laser designed to shatter ballistic missiles in ﬂ ight from hundreds
of miles away. The ABL is a $3.6 billion part of the United States’ emerging missile
defense network, funded by the Air Force and the Missile Defense Agency, and
developed by Boeing, Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman. The laser has
demonstrated enough power to cripple a missile during its boost phase—immediately after launch, before it leaves the atmosphere. But that hasn’t quieted its
critics, many of whom question the need for the system. Flight tests will resume
this year, with the main event, a missile shoot-down, planned for 2008.
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T E C H WAT C H

News Briefs

BY ALEX HUTCHINSON

PLEDGE DRIVE
The cash-hungry Russian Space Agency has signed a
deal with a golfclub maker for a cosmonaut to hit a “golf
shot around the world” from the International Space
Station. NASA has yet to approve—the ball would orbit
the Earth for up to four years, and could hit the station.

FOSSIL RAID

MIND OVER MOUSE
German scientists unveiled the Berlin
Brain-Computer Interface—dubbed
the “mental typewriter”—at the CeBIT
electronics trade show in Hanover,
Germany. After attaching a cap of
electrodes to his scalp and practicing
for around 20 minutes, a user can
control the position of a computer
cursor by thinking about moving his left
or right arm. While previous systems
used implanted electrodes to perform
much the same function, the mental
typewriter uses a conventional EEG
machine and noninvasive electrodes,
along with a machine-learning
algorithm that adapts to each user’s
motor cortex activity. Aside from the
potential beneﬁts to paralyzed patients
and amputees, researchers say, the
interface could be used to reduce
reaction time while driving and while
playing video games.

CIRCUIT CHILLY
As computer chips get smaller, it’s hard to keep them
cool with fans. British scientists propose creating a
refrigeration ﬁeld with materials like zirconate-titanate.
At 428 F, the ceramic cools by more than 20 F when
voltage is applied, though researchers don’t know why.
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BOXED
LIGHTNING
Scientists in Israel
have used the 600watt magnetron
from a microwave
oven to create
“ball lightning” by
vaporizing rock. Ball
lightning is rarely
observed in nature,
and its origins aren’t
fully understood.
The scientists
drilled through rock
with microwaves,
creating a molten
hole that released
a ﬂoating ﬁreball
(above). The
experiment supports the theory
that lightning
striking the ground
vaporizes a cloud
of silicon dioxide
nanoparticles–
sand, basically–
which reacts with
oxygen to burn as
it ﬂoats through
the air.
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SPIT AND RUN
German scientists
have conﬁrmed
that archerﬁsh—
known for spitting
water at insects on
branches more than
2 ft. away—also can
take down insects in
ﬂight. After training
in a lab, the ﬁsh
could hit targets
moving at 10 in. per
second about half
the time, suggesting
that rare ﬁeld
sightings of ﬁshto-air shoot-downs
might be for real.

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y K E L LY P R E S N E L L /A R I Z O N A D A I LY S TA R ( F O S S I L S ) , B R U C E C O L E M A N I N C /A L A M Y ( A R C H E R F I S H )

Federal agents
seized nearly 8 tons
of fossils at a gem
show in Tucson,
Ariz., including
ancient pine cones,
crab claws, and
three footballsize dinosaur eggs
valued at more than
$4000 each. The
feds were tipped
oﬀ by Interpol that
the fossils may
have been illegally
smuggled out of
Argentina, where
archeological ﬁnds
are protected by the
government.
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Nature’s Tiny Spring
5
0.

THE LATEST RESEARCH in nanobiomechanics has
revealed naturally occurring “springs” in a single
molecule of protein. Found in various human
tissues, including hair cells, these spiral-shaped
nanoscale springs, or nanosprings, are actually
chains of up to 29 smaller amino acid springs.
“Cells are ﬁlled with springs,” says Vann
Bennett, a Duke University researcher, “but
we don’t know their biological signiﬁcance.”
The nanosprings perform much like larger
springs, snapping back into shape after being
stretched to more than three times their
length. Scientists hope to eventually use the
springs to create resilient nanomaterials with
the ability to heal themselves.
Artist’s concept showing that tiny protein nanosprings are composed of even smaller springs, each
less than a single nanometer in length.
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HEARING DAMAGE CAUSED BY iPODS,

or any acoustic source, is based on decibel
TODAY’S TV VIEWERS are faced with a decision—

(dB) level and length of exposure. But

to HD, or not to HD? Channels broadcasting in hi-

comparing decibels can be deceptive. For

def are a rarity, but over 43 years ago the new kid

every 3-dB jump, the energy in the sound

on the broadcasting block was UHF, or ultra-high

wave doubles. So the 165-dB report from a

frequency, which added channels 14 through 83

.357-caliber Magnum produces the SAME

DECEMBER

to the existing VHF (very-high frequency) lineup.

ENERGY—AND HEARING DAMAGE—AS 17.6

1962

UHF stations were often local outﬁts with comparatively weaker signals. A PM report aimed to
“sort out the controversy”
over reception quality, availability and cost, predicting
that one day “we might
become an all-UHF nation.”

HOURS WITH A 90-dB LAWNMOWER.

165 dB [0.002sec.]

=

90 dB
[17hr. 36min.]

Of course, today the distinction between VHF and UHF
programming has all but disappeared. (Most HDTV sta-

(A 165-dB noise releases 31.6 MILLION

tions broadcast over UHF.)

TIMES MORE ENERGY than a 90-dB noise.)

— TRACY SAELINGER
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Sonic Boomerang

NORMAL SPEED

BY JEFF WISE

HIGH SPEED

It has no tail, no fuselage, and at high speed, it essentially ﬂies sideways.
After a two-decade hiatus the Oblique Flying Wing—one of the strangest
approaches to supersonic aerodynamics—is now back on the drawing board.

22

The OFW will use an electronic
control system to compensate for
its inherent aerodynamic instability.
Theoretically, it could achieve
unprecedented fuel eﬃciency—DARPA
hopes the project could lead to bombers
able to carry 15,000-pound payloads
5000 miles. Commercial passengers
may beneﬁt, too: Researchers have
suggested that an OFW with a 400-ft.
wingspan could carry 400 passengers
from New York to Tokyo in nearly half the
time as a 747, with only a slight increase
in fuel cost. If the 20-month initial
feasibility study goes well, DARPA hopes
to have an OFW aircraft in the air by 2011.
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NASA’s
AD-1, shown
here during a 1981
test ﬂight,
could swivel
its wing by
up to 60
degrees.

P H OTO G RA P H BY N ASA (A D -1 )

Northrop Grumman has signed a $10.3
million contract with the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) to study the Oblique Flying
Wing (OFW), a concept that dates back
to the 1950s. The OFW consists of little
more than engines mounted under a
swiveling wing. The point of this radical
design is to boost performance and
reduce drag, especially at high speed.
Wings that stick straight out from
the body of a plane are ineﬃcient at
speeds greater than Mach 1, due to
the drag caused by supersonic shock
waves. Sweptback wings are better, but
provide less control at low speeds. And
wings that can pivot back in ﬂight, like
those on an F-14 Tomcat, are heavy and
complex. As early as 1955, NASA engineer
Robert T. Jones presented a novel idea:
Rotate the whole wing, with one wingtip
going forward and the other back. The
result was the AD-1, which ﬂew 79 times
between 1979 and 1982, but received poor
marks for stability. “We had marginally
acceptable handling qualities,” admits
the project’s lead engineer, Alex Sim.

Artist’s
rendering
showing how
the Oblique
Flying Wing
would
sweep its
right wing
forward and
its left wing
back, to reduce supersonic drag.
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A Digital
Star
is Born
For years Hollywood
has been the last
bastion of the ﬁlm
camera, with relatively
few features shot
digitally. Panavision’s
Genesis, below, is
poised to ﬁnally change
the industry. It has
been used on 13 movies,
including the upcoming
Superman Returns.
Previous ﬁlmless
cameras cut production
costs but were widely
criticized for their
bulky imaging systems,
which required smallerthan-usual lenses. The
Genesis, developed by
both Panavision and
Sony, uses the standard
35mm lenses familiar
to cinematographers.
Newton Thomas Sigel,
director of photography
on Superman Returns,
says Genesis footage
has so little grain it
actually projects as
well as 65mm ﬁlm.

P H OTO G RA P H BY I B M (SU P E RCO M PU T E R)

— BARRY ROSENBERG

5 -MI NUT E K N OW- IT-AL L
IBM’s
sprawling
64-cabinet
BlueGene/L
supercomputer at
California’s
Lawrence
Livermore
National
Lab.

Supercomputers
BY SETH FLETCHER

The latest rankings for the 500 fastest supercomputers
in the world will be announced on June 28 at the International Supercomputing Conference in Dresden, Germany. The reigning champ is IBM’s BlueGene/L system,
which has reached the once-unthinkable speed of 280.6
teraﬂops (more than 280 trillion ﬂoating-point operations per second), over
three times as fast as its closest competitor. But what are supercomputers,
anyway, aside from world-class chess players?
Supercomputers are simply very fast computers, with exponentially greater
computational power than a desktop PC thanks to multiple central processing
units (CPUs)—in the case of BlueGene/L, 131,072 CPUs. This lets them perform operations with lists of numbers rather than individual number pairs.
Adding more CPUs leads to an array of problems, including information
bottlenecks and excessive heat. Scientists are constantly introducing new
ways to stack processors, miniaturize circuits and keep those circuits cool
(sometimes even submersing them in cryoﬂuids near absolute zero).
The high cost of owning a supercomputer generally restricts the clientele to
governments and huge corporations—institutions that need to run calculationheavy simulations of processes such as nuclear reactions (which is what
BlueGene/L does for a living) and global weather events. Of course, winning
at chess also requires lots of calculations. Considering that BlueGene/L is
about a thousand times more powerful than Deep Blue—the IBM computer
that defeated world champion Garry Kasparov in a six-game match in 1997—
it’s safe to say the machines have already won that war.
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UPGRADE

H I G H - A LT I T U D E T U B I N G

LED FLASHLIGHT TEST

BEST iPOD ACCESSORIES

The 450-Watt Skateboard
There’s a reason Exkate’s Raptor 4.0
Extreme ($500) is called a power
board. Whether you’re a complete
novice or a hardcore skater, the
ﬁrst time you pull the trigger on
the wireless remote, the 40-in.-long
board will probably take oﬀ without you. But the Raptor’s responsive
24-volt, 450-watt motor—which can
hit 15 mph and scale steep inclines
with barely a whine—is what makes
it addictive. The oversize trucks
enable sharp turns and make for
a stable, intuitive ride, even if you
have zero experience on a board—
motorized or otherwise.

RAPTOR 4.0 EXTREME

LENGTH/WEIGHT: 40 in., 50 pounds
SPEED: 0 to 15 mph in 4 seconds
BATTERY: Good for 300 charge

cycles; goes up to 15 miles per charge.
REMOTE: Wireless digital remote
with a variable-speed trigger for
accelerating and braking.

For more product
news and reviews:
popularmechan
ics.com/upgrade.
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BETTER MOUSETRAP?

What Is
“Origami”?

ONE-TOUCH ADJUSTMENT
A single push quickly opens
the lower jaw or closes it onto
a nut, bolt or other surface.

Wrench
Revised
Nothing, it seems, is sacred, even that noblest of
tools, the adjustable wrench. Black & Decker’s
new Auto Wrench ($30) is a battery-powered
8-in. wrench that opens and closes with a press
of a button. It takes two AAA batteries, works
with nuts and bolts up to 1 1⁄4 in. wide, and can
apply up to 190 lb.-ft. of torque. The Auto Wrench
is actually very useful, especially in tight spaces.
But it’s nice to know that if the batteries die, you
can still manually adjust it. blackanddecker.com

Security Webcam
Creative’s Live Wireless Webcam ($149) sends
footage directly to a secure Web address. Users
with an assigned login and password can access
the camera from nearly any Web browser, letting
them monitor a child from another room in the
house, or even check up on a new nanny from a
cubicle at work. creative.com

After much insidery
speculation about
Microsoft’s “Origami”
computer, it turns out that
there is no Origami—it was
a buzz-generating code
word for the Ultra-Mobile
PC (or UMPC), a whole new
computing category.

Okay, What Are UMPCs?
They’re basically minitablet
computers. Samsung’s Q1,
above, is expected to cost
around $1200 in Europe. It
weighs 1.7 pounds, has a
7-in. LCD touchscreen and
a 40GB hard drive, and runs
a version of Windows XP
for tablets. It also uses
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 2.0, so
it’s a minitablet with lots
of wireless options.

Gaming and ﬁtness have always
been strange bedfellows, but at
least the Exer-station ($200)
doesn’t make you dance like
you’re auditioning for a boy
band. The 24-in.-tall joystick
works with GameCube, PlayStation 1 and 2, Xbox and PC
games, translating physical
input—leaning forward, back,
left and right while straddling
the controller—into in-game
movement. An LCD screen
displays workout info, like
calories burned. pwrgrid.com
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UMPC makers hope
that as users grow more
accustomed to constant
e-mail access, as well as to
downloading music, movies
and TV shows on a whim,
they’ll want a single wireless
device with the capabilities
of an iPod, a BlackBerry
and a tablet PC. The ﬁrst
UMPCs won’t be available in
the States for months, and
it’ll be even longer before
we know whether this new
species will go the way of the
tragic, endangered tablet.

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y D A N S A E L I N G E R ( C A M E R A , E X E R - S TAT I O N )

Who Wants Tiny Tablets?
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The HCC-210 Bluetooth Car Kit ($90)
is the rare speakerphone that works so
well you’ll actually
want to use it. Its single speaker is loud
and clear, and it
works with any Bluetooth-compatible cellphone. At 4.6 in. long
and 4.2 ounces light,
it can be clipped to a
sun visor or, if you’re
like us, dumped in the
nearest cupholder.
anycom.com

Split
Decision
The Dual-Flo ($20) hose nozzle
makes your garden-variety garden hose more versatile with
an internal valve that switches
between a gentle ﬂow (the upper
outlet) and a high-pressure
spray (the lower). It also can
act as a Y-connector, splitting
the ﬂow between both outlets.
choiceproductsinc.com

Getting Some Fresh Air
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Somewhere between old-fashioned tubes and experts-only
parasails is the WEGO KITE TUBE ($600), a 10-ft.-wide towable
platform that can take to the air. When towed at slower speeds
the inﬂatable tube slides along the water, but at 17 to 20 mph its
slanted design can keep it aloft—at heights of up to 20 ft.—for
minutes at a stretch. Padded footsteps and eight nonslip handles help you maintain control of this ﬂying saucer … or hang on
for dear life, depending on how you look at it. sportsstuﬀ.com
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Cutting Edge
ADJUSTABLE
SAW SHOE
Release lever lets
you change the
eﬀective length
of the saw blade
quickly, and without keys or tools.

BLADE-ACTION
SELECTOR
Switches
between straight
reciprocating
and—for faster
woodcutting—
orbital action.

To develop its monster of a reciprocating saw—the 13-amp DW311K ($169)—
DeWalt took one of its own saws and some competing products, ground oﬀ
their markings, painted them gray and had contractors test them. The feedback from the pros: Skip the bells and whistles and give us orbital action,
variable speeds, a keyless chuck and a keyless shoe. DeWalt did that and,
for dessert, treated the reciprocating shaft with the same wear-resistant
nitride coating used on industrial drill bits. dewalt.com

ABUSIVE LAB TEST

Clash of the Flashlights
Energy-eﬃcient LEDs are natural successors to incandescent bulbs. But what about ﬂashlights that replace
standard alkaline batteries with lithium-ion batteries, hand-cranking and even shaking? With an eye chart,
a stopwatch, a ﬂight of stairs and a sharp-eyed intern, we put three high-tech LED lights to the test.

SUREFIRE E2L
OUTDOORSMAN
$129
sureﬁre.com

FREEPLAY
XRAY LED
$35
freeplayenergy.com

AIT NIGHTSTAR RS
$20
appliedinnotech.com

This 3.5-ounce high-end ﬂashlight squeezes 6 hours of run
time out of two 123A lithiumion batteries, which have a
shelf life of 10 years.

The recommended 30 seconds of cranking wasn’t easy,
but it produced 22 minutes
of light on the normal setting
and 2.5 minutes on high.

Shake lights, which generate
power with a magnet, sound
cool—but 1 to 2 minutes of
shaking for 9 minutes of light
was not cool at all.

Brightness

In a darkened room our intern
could read nine out of 11 lines
of a standard “20-ft.” eye chart
from 20 ft. away. (With the
lights on, he could read all 11.)

With the normal beam our
intern read the ﬁrst four
lines of the eye chart. On
the higher setting he got
through seven.

A 2-minute shake produced
tingling biceps and a narrow
beam bright enough for just
three readable lines on the
eye chart.

Durability

When we lobbed the E2L down
a ﬂight of concrete stairs—a
drop of more than 10 ft.—it
was barely scratched.

The front panel ﬂew oﬀ on
impact, but we easily snapped
it back on. The charge capacity and LEDs were unaﬀected.

The acrylic housing looked
tough and nothing was visibly
shattered by the drop, but the
light went out for good.

Bottom Line

$129 is a lot to pay for a
household ﬂashlight, but in
the event of an actual emergency, the powerful and lightweight E2L would be priceless.

Perfect to stick in a drawer
and never have to worry
about. It also comes with an
AC adapter—fully charged,
it runs for up to 20 hours.

For a disaster-preparedness
kit on a tight budget, this $20
light might come in handy.
But for more cash, the E2L and
the Xray are brighter ideas.
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Boombox

[ 1]

Altec Lansing iM7
$250 /// This 6.5-pound
dockable, portable stereo
sounds as good as it looks,
delivering far better bass
than competitors.
alteclansing.com

Screen

The iPod Posse
iPod accessories fall into two groups: the very stupid
(like, no kidding, iPod underpants) and the surprisingly useful. Here are our picks for the latter group.

[ 2]

ATO iSee 360i $250 ///
Slide an iPod into the iSee
and you can record from
analog sources like TV and
cable, and play video on the
3.6-in. screen. atollc.com

Case

[ 3]

iSkin eVo3 $35 ///
The details are what separate this silicone case
from the rest, including
the removable hard resin
faceplate that protects
the iPod’ s scratch-prone
screen. iskin.com

Car Audio

[ 4]

Kensington Digital FM
Transmitter for iPod
$80 /// For easy iPod-tocar audio, this FM transmitter oﬀers a strong signal and
clean design. (You’ll get the
very best sound, however,
by installing a direct line to
your stereo.) kensington
.com; for stereo installation,
go to mp3yourcar.com

Battery

1

[ 5]

Cellboost iRecharge for
iPod $30 /// This rechargeable battery pack supplies
up to 12 hours of audio playback, and works with most
iPod models. cellboost.com

Audio Add-On

3

2

[ 6]

SendStation PocketDock
with Audio Line Out
$30 /// This adapter lets
you run cables from the
dock connector, instead of
the headphone jack, providing a much cleaner audio
signal. sendstation.com
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S PA C E P R O B E

Beholding Saturn
NASA’s imaging
specialist explains
the stunning view
from the Cassini
spacecraft.
BY JENNIFER BOGO
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This mosaic of 126 images
from Cassini is the most
detailed, natural-color view
of Saturn ever made.

On June 30, 2004, one of the most sophisticated
spacecraft ever built screamed toward Saturn at
54,483 mph. Then, for 96 minutes, it burned half
its weight in fuel, braking just enough to settle into orbit. In the two years since, Cassini has ﬂoated over the planet’s delicately banded atmosphere, glided by its ancient,
cratered moons, and passed right through its iconic rings—returning images that surpassed even the mission scientists’ wildest expectations.
“It’s been a joyride,” says Carolyn Porco, who worked on the Voyager mission to
Saturn 25 years ago and now leads the imaging team for Cassini. “Our cameras can
see deeper, pick up fainter light and go to higher resolution, and that opens up brandnew areas of discovery.” Her team plans each image that will be taken months in
advance, but actually seeing them, she says, is like having Lasik surgery. “Suddenly
you’re looking at something that was familiar to you with completely new eyes.”
Cassini’s mission will last at least two more years, its pair of cameras probing a
corner of the solar system that, day by day, becomes a little less alien. “Being in orbit
around a place as dynamic as Saturn gives us a lot of opportunity to investigate the
processes that shape it,” Porco says. “What we really want to do is understand how
planets work, how they change and evolve. Because, after all, we live on one.”

ENCELADUS This bright,
icy moon has always been
peculiar, but now “it is
defying explanation,”
Porco says. The blue
fractures in this falsecolor mosaic contain
coarse-grained ice and
spew organic materials.
They are also surprisingly
warm (minus 279 F)
compared to surrounding
areas. Porco adds: “It’s
lopsided in its distribution
of heat. It’s geologically
active at the south pole.
And we think that it has
liquid water close to the
surface.” The provocative
conclusion, she says,
is that Enceladus may
have subterranean
environments capable
of supporting life.

S/2005 S1 Cassini has
discovered four moons
(so far), bringing Saturn’s
total to 47. The most
recent ﬁnd—so new it
is still only provisionally
named—creates the
Keeler Gap in the planet’s
A ring. “We could never
have seen a moon that
small with the Voyager
cameras,” Porco says. The
4-mile-wide object was
resolved with Cassini’s
narrow-angle camera last
May. The tiny satellite
throws nearby ring
particles into an eccentric
orbit, causing the gap’s
scalloped appearance.
Studying interactions
in the ring provides
scientists with insight
into planet formation.

TITAN Saturn’s F ring is
only about 30 ft. thick, and
so in this image appears
to be two thin, bright lines
in front of Titan. Spectral
ﬁlters on Cassini’s
cameras were able to
cut through the moon’s
methane haze for the
ﬁrst time. “We’re getting
a really good dose of
what the surface of Titan
looks like,” Porco says,
“and it’s very complex.”
In fact, it may resemble
Earth’s surface more than
anything else in the solar
system. Scientists believe
Titan’s atmospheric
methane condenses and
rains down on the surface,
forming what appear to
be highlands and braided,
streamlike channels.

IAPETUS First discovered
in the 17th century by the
spacecraft’s namesake,
Italian astronomer
Giovanni Cassini, Iapetus
has two distinct faces—
one bright and one dark.
A ﬂyby on New Year’s Eve
of 2004 revealed that
the dark side is heavily
cratered and therefore
quite old. This ﬁnding
wiped out a whole class of
explanations attributing
the terrain’s surface to
volcanic activity. Even
more remarkable is the
topographic ridge that
traces Iapetus’s equator.
“In some places it reaches
12 miles high. That’s big,”
Porco says. “No one had
ever seen anything like
it before.”

P H OTO G RA P H BY D U M M Y N A M E

THE ORBITER

Carolyn Porco, a research scientist
at the Space Science Institute in
Boulder, Colo., leads the team
in charge of operating Cassini’s
wide- and narrow-angle cameras.
Eleven other instruments on the
spacecraft’s upper equipment
module measure everything from
magnetic ﬁelds to dust particles.
When it was launched in 1997, Cassini weighed
6 metric tons. Even a Titan 4 missile and solid
rocket boosters couldn’t provide enough power to
get the school-bus-size craft all the way to Saturn,
890 million miles away. Cassini used gravity assist
from Venus (twice), Earth and Jupiter to build
momentum for the seven-year journey.
ON

THE

To see more of the probe’s images of Saturn, go to

W E B popularmechanics.com/cassini.
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DISSENTING OPINION

USER AGREEMENTS

BY
GLENN HARLAN
REYNOLDS

Lawyer
in
a Box

It seems like every device now
comes with a “click-through”
legal agreement. When did
our gadgets get so bossy?

I

I own a Toyota Highlander Hybrid, and I like it a lot. But I bought it
without the fancy satellite navigation system, a decision on my part that
cost Toyota about $2000. The reason is that I wanted to buy a car that
didn’t come with a built-in lawyer.
The Toyota’s nav system, like those on many cars, displays a message
every time it starts up. It reads: “CAUTION: Drive safely and obey trafﬁc
rules. Watching this screen while vehicle is in motion can lead to a serious accident …” And so on. Before you can use the system, you have to
click “Accept” on the screen. Every single time. It’s as if there’s a lawyer sitting in the passenger seat, shoving a liability disclaimer in your face before
you can turn on the nav system. Look, I’ve got nothing against lawyers.
I am a lawyer, and as a law professor, I produce new ones every year. But
I don’t want to buy a car with one built in.
It’s not just Toyota doing this. Mandatory safe-driving agreements
are a feature of nav systems in general. Why? I guess the manufacturers
are afraid that someone, somewhere, will spend too much time looking
at the illuminated map on the dashboard, fail to notice an oncoming
tractor-trailer, and then sue. And they’re probably right about that, though
I wonder if the lost sales are worth it because people will sue regardless,
and I doubt that many judges or juries will be very impressed with a robowaiver. It seems like a terrible piece of marketing to me, and a not very
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good piece of lawyering, either.
Unfortunately, the lawyer-in-abox trend seems destined to spread.
We’re already familiar with the
“shrink-wrap” and “click-through”
licensing provisions—known as
End User License Agreements—
on many Web sites and software
packages. Now, more and more
gadgets are programmed to tell
us what to do rather than follow
our orders. What’s worse is that,
unlike real lawyers, you can’t argue
or negotiate with these built-in
forms—it’s take it or leave it.
And we’re not just talking lawyers here. My fear is that such
systems will gradually evolve
from lawyer in a box to cop in a
box. For example, in most cars,
data recorders are integral to the
airbag system. In the event of
a crash, data detailing the car’s
behavior in the last few seconds
before impact can be retrieved to
help with crash investigations. How
you feel about this might depend
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on the situation: If somebody
ran into you, you’d be happy
to have data proving he was
in the wrong. But you’d probably be less happy if, someday, your insurance company
were able to use this data to
monitor your driving habits.
That would be worse than
a lawyer in a box, as the lawyer would at least come with
the privilege of confidentiality. Call it a stool pigeon in a
box. Already, various software
packages—and most digital
video recorders—log information about how they’re used
by customers. And some color
laser printers now put unique
identification codes on the
pages they print.
Then there’s a trend that
goes beyond squealing to controlling how you use technology. Most imaging software
won’t open scanned currency.
Digital rights management
programs place all sorts of
limits on how you can use
things you already own, making even legal uses impossible
if the seller disapproves. Sony
recently went so far as to distribute rootkit-based digital
rights management software
with its music CDs. Rootkits
are used by hackers to surreptitiously take control of victims’ computers, and Sony’s
program, which let the company invade your computer to
prevent “piracy,” made users’
computers more vulnerable
to attack by others—enough
so that the Department of
Homeland Secur ity complained. Meanwhile, Sony’s
click-through license agreement contained ter ms so

draconian that it required
users who moved out of the
country or ﬁled for bankruptcy
to delete all Sony music from
their computers. (After an
outcry, the company backed
down and recalled the CDs.)
Canada’s equivalent to our
Department of Transportation is testing a system that
uses on-board GPS to monitor
a car’s speed, and then makes
it difﬁcult to drive faster than
the speed limit. Another system prevents the car from
being started if the driver’s
blood alcohol content passes
a certain level. (Again, how
we feel about this probably
depends on context. Nobody
wants drunk drivers on the
road. But do you want to blow
into a Breathalyzer every time
you start your car?)
Do we need laws protecting
consumers against this sort of
thing? I hope not. With the
range of software and hardware involved, I’m not sure
that any one-size-ﬁts-all regulation could possibly work.
So, although I can imagine politicians jumping on this
bandwagon, I hope the market will solve the problem ﬁrst.
If consumers don’t like this
stuff—and complain loudly
enough—it will eventually fade
away. Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty—even liberty
from meddling machines. PM
Glenn Reynolds’s new book,
An Army of Davids: How Markets and Technology Empower Ordinary People to Beat Big
Media, Big Government, and
Other Goliaths, can be found
at armyofdavids.com.
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Sun Showers
BY BEN HEWITT

L

It’s not just about electricity.
To slash water-heating bills,
start with sunlight and lots of
copper tubing. Here’s how.

Located a few steps outside our basement door, partially obscured by
cherry whips and spruce boughs, are four 100-gal. propane tanks, all linked
to each other and to a water heater in the basement. To a family living off
the grid, relying on solar energy and trying hard to reduce our dependence
on fossil fuels, the tanks are an eyesore. They represent a measure of defeat
in terms of self-sufﬁciency, not to mention a ﬁnancial drag.
We do appreciate the technology, though. Before we installed our propane water heater in 1999, we were living with cold showers—a rough situ-

PM contributor Ben Hewitt lives entirely oﬀ the electrical grid in northern Vermont.
This is the third in a series of articles on his eﬀorts to reduce his family’s dependence on outside energy sources while maintaining a comfortable lifestyle.
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In the author’s system, collectors
use the sun to heat glycol. A pump
powered by the photovoltaic panel
visible here sends the glycol inside,
where it warms household water.

ation up here in northern Vermont.
The hot water was a luxury. For two
days, we even argued over who got
to do the dishes. Since then, we’ve
managed to empty our propane
tanks every nine or 10 months, for
an annual hit of about 550 gal. of
fuel and as much as 1000 bucks.
When it came time to try something better, we quickly decided on
a solar hot-water system. To most
people, “solar power” means photovoltaic panels that produce electricity. That’s a shame, because
solar hot-water systems actually
make better use of the sun’s energy
and offer a quicker return on the
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cold November day, we were dumpwe’ll put a sunroom underneath
investment, which can range from
ing 120 F water into our preheat
the collectors and they’ll be moved
about $6000 to twice that. “It baftank. Since our propane heater was
to that roof.
ﬂes me,” says Peter Allen, founder
set to deliver 130 F water, we were
The next step was running the
and president of Thermo Dynamburning almost no propane. We did
copper that ushers the glycol from
ics (www.thermo-dynamics.com),
two loads of laundry and gave our
the collectors to the solar boiler in
a Canadian company we turned to
toddler boys baths to celebrate.
the basement. We used the ﬂexfor help with the project. “A kilowatt
Because we haven’t ﬁlled the
ible copper tubing that came with
of photovoltaics costs about $7000;
tanks since installing the system, it’s
the system, running it down the
a kilowatt’s worth of hot-water
tough to know exactly how much
outside wall inside pipe insulation
system is about $2000.”
propane we’re saving. During the
before drilling through the box sill
A solar system wouldn’t be able
dark months, the answer is likely
to access the basement.
to extinguish the propane heater’s
“not much,” although Peter Allen
The most time-consuming procpilot light altogether. But we hoped
is more optimistic. He estimates
ess was plumbing the tanks together.
it would help us slash our fuel
use—without jeopardizing
our hot showers. The technology is fairly simple. We
have a pair of collectors,
big boxes that measure
4 x 8 ft. long and are about
4 in. thick. The collectors
use sunlight to heat glycol,
which is then pumped to
a solar boiler (essentially
a heat exchanger) in the
basement where it gives up
precious energy to unheated well water. The water
ﬂows to an 80-gal. preheat
tank (an unplugged electric
water heater) before arrivZack Tennyson (left) and the
The author installs insulation
Connecting the preheat
ing at our propane hotauthor lift one of two solar
on glycol-carrying copper
tank to the existing propane
collectors onto homebuilt
tubing that runs from the colhot-water tank involves good
water tank. The system is a
brackets. Glycol in the colleclectors, down the side of the
old-fashioned copper joint
“preheat, solar boiler” settors is heated by the sun.
house and into the basement.
sweating.
up, meaning that the propane heater is always available to boost the water
we could be reducing our propane
Admittedly, this would have gone
temperature on overcast days.
consumption by 25 percent in wina heck of a lot quicker if I hadn’t
We installed our system in late
ter. Come the 14-hour days of suminsisted on sweating some of the
October 2005, at the start of our
mer, our system should provide at
joints myself. Still, quite a maze of
annual four-month near exile from
least 80 percent of our needs. “I’ve
copper connects the heat exchanger
the sun. It took three of us about
gone from mid-March to mid-Octoto the preheat tank, and the preheat
three days to do the work, which
ber strictly on my solar hot water,”
tank to both the propane heater and
included using 2 x 4s to make simple
says Allen, who lives in Nova Scoa cold-water supply.
mounting brackets for the collectia, in a climate similar to northern
It was a week before we realtors. We lagged them to the southVermont’s. Averaged over the entire
ized any hot water from the system,
facing wall of the house, rather than
year, our propane use could drop by
but when it ﬁnally happened, I was
placing them on the roof, making
50 percent, saving us up to $500,
stunned at the speed. By noon on a
for easier snow removal. Eventually,
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assuming a propane price of
two bucks a gallon. At that
rate, it would take just under
15 years for the system to pay
for itself.
But we’re taking it one
year at a time. Come June,

The author installs pipe insulation. The equipment behind
him is (from left to right) the
solar boiler, preheat tank and
propane water heater.

we expect the element in our
propane water heater to be
blessedly cool. And the water
coming out of the tap? Hot
enough to make up for every
cold, off-the-grid shower
we’ve ever endured.
PM

ON

THE

For more Energy Family
projects and details on

W E B solar hot water, go to

popularmechanics.com.
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Step 1:
Fire Jet
Boots.
Step 2:
Jump.
How a Finnish
wingsuiter is
setting odd new
benchmarks in
human ﬂight.
BY MICHAEL ABRAMS

I

“In this kind of weather, if you land in the water, you’re going to die,” Visa Parviainen said to the hot air balloon’s pilot. Parviainen was clinging to the balloon’s basket
last autumn, ﬂying high above the small lakes near Lahti, Finland, on his way toward
7000 ft. His plan upon reaching that height was to detach himself from the balloon and
ﬂy over the landscape, as parallel to it as possible. In preparation for this event he had
outﬁtted himself in a black helmet with small, sweptback wings—or possibly ears—
giving him the appearance of a not-too-distant cousin of Mighty Mouse. The resemblance was enhanced by the larger wings attached to his suit—a red BirdMan S3
wingsuit, to be exact. On his feet he wore boots with a patch that read “Danger.”
The footwear was aptly labeled. Wingsuits are by now a common sight to sky divers
at drop zones all over the world, but the boots were another matter. Attached to them
were two small jet engines he hoped would propel him through the sky.
Parviainen climbed down onto a platform hanging on the outside of the basket and
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Sky diver Visa Parviainen,
perched outside the
basket of a hot air balloon,
prepares to test ﬁre two
tiny jet engines attached
to his boots. His quest: to
become the ﬁrst person to
achieve level ﬂight while
wearing a fabric wingsuit.
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waited until the balloon reached the
right altitude. Then he switched on
the jets, scooted off and fell away.

50

Visa Parviainen testing one of his kerosene-fueled engines last autumn, in
preparation for his ﬁrst jet-powered ﬂight (left). When jumping without jets
(right), Parviainen glides for a short time before opening his parachute.

Gayardon’s equipment had two layers of fabric that formed long cells.
These inﬂated during ﬂight to create true airfoils. Gayardon, too,
died in a crash: After more than
500 winged jumps, he accidentally sewed his parachute into its
container while making modiﬁcations. By 2000, however, a company
called BirdMan Inc. was selling
wingsuits all over the world.
No matter how much they ﬂit
about the clouds, though, the birdmen only ﬂy downward. The best of

them achieve a glide ratio (forward
movement to descent) of 2.5:1.
Until birdmen evolve hollow bones
and much longer arms, they won’t
rise without engines.
That’s where model airplane
jets come in. Over the past decade,
companies such as Advanced Micro
Turbines have made ever smaller,
lighter and more powerful engines.
Parviainen isn’t the only wingsuiter
to think of using the jets to increase
his forward velocity and generate

Winged Pioneers

CLEM SOHN

TOMMY BOYD

TOM SITTON

In 1935 Sohn became
the ﬁrst man to jump
from a plane wearing
wings. Two years later,
at an air show in Paris,
Sohn died when his
parachute and reserve
failed to open.

Boyd’s career in the
1940s and ’50s lasted
longer than any other
batwing jumper’s. He
attributed his success
—and longevity—to
the absence of any
spars in his wings.

An aeronautical
engineer, Sitton used
single-layer batwings
and ram-air wings
of his own design.
Now in his 60s, he is
developing a set of
semirigid wings.
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For centuries before ungainly
“aeroplanes” arrived on the scene,
people tried to ﬂy wearing wings
more like those used by Icarus—
with similarly dire results. Take, for
instance, Eilmer of Malmesbury,
“The Flying Monk” of the 11th century, who leapt from a monastery
tower and reportedly ﬂew for 240odd yards before falling to the earth
and breaking both legs. Or mathematician Giovanni Battista Danti
of Perugia, who in the 15th century strapped on a pair of wood and
feather wings, and ﬂew over the
town square before crashing into the
roof of St. Mary’s church and breaking a leg. Or the Grenoble surgeon
Charles Bernouin, a more direct
precursor of Parviainen’s, perhaps,
who in January 1672, wearing wings
and a rocket, leapt from a tower and
ﬂew till he fell and broke his neck.
The invention of the airplane
didn’t end the quest for personal,
birdlike ﬂight. While Wright brothers forerunners such as Otto Lilienthal jumped from hilltops, a new
breed of canvas-clad batmen soon
began using the newfangled ﬂying
machines as launching pads. At best,
the pioneers glided for a few seconds before deploying parachutes;
at worst, they ended up dead.
Batmen had their heyday in the
’30s and ’40s, but every decade
since has had its practitioners. The
art remained a largely lethal and
futile endeavor until the mid-1990s,
when a French sky diver named
Patrick de Gayardon invented the
ram-air wingsuit. Older wings typically consisted of a simple layer of
cloth attached to poles along the
arms. Like a modern parachute,

P
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THE BIRDMAN

lift. But he was the ﬁrst to brave the
jets’ ﬂames and give it a try.
The engines couldn’t be tested from a plane because they have
trouble igniting in high winds. So
Parviainen spent hours ﬁring them
while perched on a platform outside
a balloon basket. For fuel tanks he
had two hot-water bottles ﬁlled with
kerosene stuffed inside his wingsuit. The bags collapse as the fuel is
used, keeping air from mixing dangerously with the gas. During the
ﬂight, Parviainen planned to hold
a dead man’s switch: As soon as he
let go to open his parachute the jets
would cut off, preventing him from
setting the canopy on ﬁre.
“With this ﬂight we had three
goals,” Parviainen told me. First, to
see if he could get the equipment
to work. Second, to learn if the jets
were powerful enough. Finally, Parviainen was seeking the
answer to a basic question: “Is it possible to
handle this, or is it going
to be a disaster?”
Disaster did not
strike. After he turned
on his jets and fell away
from the balloon, Parviainen’s wings filled
with air and he started
to glide. Before long, his
jets were pushing him
across the sky. “I started
to follow my altimeter
and I noticed already at
200 meters below the
balloon, it started to be
horizontal ﬂying,” Parviainen said. “After that
I followed the altimeter approximately half a
minute, with no real loss
of altitude.” That was
it. Parviainen had just
become the ﬁrst person

to ﬂy more or less horizontally using
nonrigid personal wings, no wider
than his arm span, for a signiﬁcant
length of time. However many modiﬁers one needs to describe the feat,
humans had come one step closer to
the dream of birdlike ﬂight.
Parviainen then tried to climb.
As he raised his angle of attack, he
felt his wings lose lift and he entered
what could have been a deadly stall.
But with more than 200 wingsuit
jumps under his belt, Parviainen
reacted instantly, diving to pick up
speed and to let his wings regain
their lift. He ﬂew for a total of 2 minutes before opening his parachute.
Parviainen made several more
ﬂights before it became too cold.
This summer, he plans to be back,
using new engines with nearly double the thrust—30 kilos each. The
primary goal is pure fun, but he also
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hopes to ﬂy longer and to achieve
enough lift to climb. Eventually, Parviainen may tackle one of the birdmen’s last barriers: landing without
a parachute. Once he has jets strong
enough, he imagines taking off from
a cliff. He’ll have plenty of room to
drop and open a canopy in case of
trouble. But if all goes well, he will
ﬂy back to the cliff’s edge to land.
Some will say he’s crazy. But, he
reasons, that’s what they told him
about using jets. “You know those
people—they can’t imagine how
it’s going to be possible. The truth
is, when it’s done, they say, ‘Oh, it’s
done that way.’ ”
PM

ON

For video and an excerpt
from author Michael
Abrams’s new book, Birdmen,
Batmen and Skyﬂyers, visit
popularmechanics.com/birdmen.
THE
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NEWCARS
HYBRID SEDAN

VO L K SWAG E N GT I
PRICE RANGE:
$22,620-$24,500, est.

S P O R T C O M PA C T

LUXURY SUVS

CONVERTIBLE

Rare Bit
With rich,
soft-to-thetouch interior
materials and
an exacting
ﬁt and ﬁnish,
the GTI may
be the most
reﬁned car in
its segment.

The 1983 Volkswagen Rabbit GTI created the sport compact market in the States. And the all-new GTI is true to that
spunky original. First, the new GTI comes standard with a
200-hp turbocharged 2.0-liter four-cylinder engine. Second,
you choose either a slick-shifting six-speed manual or the
Direct Shift Gearbox. We spent the better part of an afternoon pushing the little hatch right to its tire-squealing limits
on the back roads near San Diego. The all-new chassis has a
fully independent suspension, which makes the GTI both a
supple ride over city streets and a capable canyon carver. At
over 3300 pounds, the GTI is heavy compared to others in
the segment. But it’s still one of the quickest. We know tastes
are personal, but we’d opt for the cool-looking retro cloth
seats over the conventional leather ones. — ben stewart

In stores
now as a
hatchback
coupe, a
four-door
GTI is coming
any day.
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AUDI Q7

Q Ship

The Q7 offers
28 seating conﬁgurations and can
hold 88 cu. ft. of
stuff with all
the seats folded
down ﬂat.

The Q7 is Audi’s very ﬁrst SUV. Given the
automaker’s legacy of all-wheel-drive
cars, it’s not surprising that the Q7 is
more of an all-weather trooper than a
mountain goat. And though it is based
largely on the same chassis as the Porsche
Cayenne and VW Touareg, the V8-powered Q7 trumps them with its ability to
carry seven passengers. The extra capacity is thanks to a longer wheelbase and
a new rear suspension. Like its counter-

parts, the Q7 is nimble for its size. We
drove various versions on the twisty
cactus-lined roads north of Phoenix,
where the cars all lived up to their heritage and genetics. We sampled the 3.6liter FSI V6 and the 350-hp 4.2-liter V8
drivetrains. We also tried a six-cylinder
turbodiesel engine that, unfortunately,
we won’t get in the States. Since the Q7
is an SUV, it can tow up to 6600 pounds.
But it’s also an Audi, so like others of
the brand, it has to be a luxury vehicle
as well as utilitarian. The Q7 is available
with radar cruise control, a panoramic
sunroof and an adaptive air suspension.
The V8 model will be available ﬁrst;
it should be at dealers in late
spring, with prices starting
around $50,000. The
V6 will arrive here in
September for about
$40,000. — b.s.
With no Low
range, the
Q7 is not
destined for
the boonies.

Spy
Detroit

R E P O R T

BY JIM DUNNE
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2. It’s easy to tell this
is a Ford, speciﬁcally an
’07 Focus, thanks to the
visible three-bar grille.
With this car, Ford’s lineup identity change is

nearly complete. The
grille design started with
the Fusion last year; it will
spread to the Five Hundred next. Don’t look for
this style in the Taurus.

cold-weather testing in
Michigan. While there are
enough hints to tag it as
a Saturn, it’s based on an
Opel chassis. (Opel is GM’s
main European subsidiary.) It appears that the
doors, wheels, windows
and fenders are all diﬀerent from the current Vue.

3. You can’t see much
here, but this is the 2008
Saturn Vue undergoing

2

1

2007 FORD FOCUS

3

2007½ SATURN OUTLOOK
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1. We’ll call it the Outlook. This 2007 1⁄2 crossover will be the biggest Saturn yet. Details
include three rows of
seats, eight-passenger
capacity and front- or allwheel drive. This prototype was seen just outside Detroit earlier this
year. The six-lug wheels,
independent rear sus-

pension and a lot of rear
overhang point to a 4000pound-plus curb weight.
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A reﬁned
Active Body
Control
system
further
reduces the
SL’s body
movement.

MERCEDES -BENZ SL- CLASS

Ever Fresh
With minor changes inside and a facelift outside, the Mercedes-Benz
SL line is ready for another go-around. Power in the SL550 comes from
a 382-hp V8 and a seven-speed automatic; the SL55 AMG has a 510-hp
V8 and a ﬁve-speed. Both do a much more than adequate job of pinning
you back in the seat when you ﬂoor the gas pedal. While it’s diﬃcult to
measure the diﬀerence between old and new, a day of driving the SLs
on winding roads in Mallorca conﬁrmed an unusually ﬂat ride, especially in the mountains. But given a price between $95K and $126K for one
of these cars, you’d expect that. — Jim Dunne

Spy
Asia

1

R E P O R T

B Y B E N S T E WA R T

2007 NISSAN ALTIMA

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y B R E N D A P R I D DY ( K I A , M I T S U B I S H I )

1. In case you didn’t make it
to the New York International
Auto Show in April, here’s the
next Nissan Altima. It won’t be
for sale until fall. The front-drive
sport sedan rides on an allnew chassis, and Nissan engineers promise it will be one of
the best-handling front-drive
sedans in the world. They’ve
even shortened the wheelbase
to aid in that quest. We drove a
prototype at Nissan’s proving
grounds and we can conﬁrm
their claim.

2. Kia will launch the Carens,
a small crossover, in about 18
months. The company has sold
this model in Europe and Asia
for some time. But Kia’s Multi S
concept at the Chicago Auto
Show tells us that the new car
is coming stateside. The base

2

2008 KIA CARENS

3

2008 MITSUBISHI EVO X

Carens gets a four-cylinder
engine. Our sources say a
V6 model will seat seven.

3. Mitsubishi’s engineers are
readying their most sophisticated car ever: the all-new Evolution X. With more than 300 hp,
it uses awd and a new paddleshifted, clutchless six-speed
manual transmission to get the
power to the ground.
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LEXUS GS 450h

Potently Green

Hybrid or no, the
GS 450h has all the
expected Lexus
trappings, such
as elegant wood,
soft leather and an
optional high-zoot
sound system.

R E P O R T

BY MIKE ALLEN

1. We’ve always
thought of VW as a maker
of small cars for every-

At ﬁrst
glance, the
GS 450h
looks like
its pure gaspowered
brethren.

man. Looks like we were
right—the large, expensive Phaeton and Touareg
were failures. So VW’s
again concentrating on
what it does best: Witness
a small SUV based on the
Golf. To be named Marrakesh when released, its
styling cues come from
VW’s Concept A shown
recently in Geneva.

3. Volvo’s new V70 is
based on a Ford corporate
midsize platform. And
it will share some running gear lifted from the
Mazda6. But the styling
is deﬁnitely still Swedish.
Other future Volvo models—S60 and XC70—will
share these underpinnings and use current
Volvo inline engines.

2

1

2008 VW MARRAKESH

58

2. Okay BMW fans,
here’s the new M3 sedan.
There will soon be twodoor and convertible versions, as well. The engine
is a 415-hp 4-liter V8
descended from the one
used in the M5. It drives
either a seven-speed
semiauto sequential gearbox or a conventional
six-speed automatic.

2007 BMW M3
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2008 VOLVO V70
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Spy
Europe

We can see the self-appointed hybrid
police objecting already. The new Lexus
GS 450h doesn’t promise 50-mpg fuel
economy. Instead, it delivers V8-like
thrust with four- or six-cylinder economy. And to us, that makes good sense.
The GS hybrid uses a detuned version
of the port- and direct-fuel-injected 3.5liter V6 from the IS 350 and pairs it to
two electric motor/generators. The total
output of the drive system is 339 hp. A
two-stage torque reduction system combines with the hybrid CVT to launch the

Lexus to 60 mph in about 5.2 seconds.
This is the quickest Lexus ever. When
we drove the GS on Hawaii’s Big Island
recently, we found the drivetrain’s
thrust simply addictive. The ﬂow of
torque is absolutely seamless. All while
giving us an honest 28 mpg. We think
that’s not too shabby for a ﬁve-passenger
sport sedan. A small badge on the lower
rocker sill and unique 18-in. wheels
are what give the car away as a hybrid.
The GS is available with the company’s
Pre Collision System with radar cruise
control and active stabilizer bars among
other features. The GS 450h starts at
$54,900. — b.s.
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Built in the
same U.S.
plant as
the ML, the
GL450 costs
in the mid$50,000s.

MERCEDES -BENZ GL- CLASS

Hardly the interior
of a typical mud
masher, the GL450
has all the luxury
needed to compete
with large luxury
SUVs from GM and
Land Rover.

From Alabama
There’s such a rabid following for the
Mercedes-Benz G-Class that the company created a whole new model line
rather than replace it. Called the GLClass, this new SUV is the largest passenger vehicle Benz offers, with seating
for seven. Essentially a stretched ML500,
the GL450 has a 335-hp 4.6-liter aluminum V8 turning all four wheels through
a seven-speed automatic transmission.
Three open differentials are comple-

mented by electronic traction control
capable of driving a single wheel if need
be. For serious off-road use, both the center and rear differentials can be locked.
But, hey, this is a Mercedes-Benz, so the
electronic driver aids don’t end there.
There’s traction and stability control, and
ABS. When you’re driving in the deep
slop, as we did in northern Alabama, the
off-road mode changes the ABS’s algorithm to allow better braking. We took
advantage of the descent-speed regulator
to keep our downhill driving speed to a
comfortable 4 to 12 mph. — mike allen
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P RO T E C T I N G A M E R I C A’ S C I T I E S , P O RT S , B O R D E R S A N D
A I R P O RT S R E Q U I R E S N E W T E C H N O L O G Y A N D N E W TAC T I C S .
H E R E ’ S A L O O K AT W H O ’ S D O I N G I T R I G H T.

No one sees them coming. There are no ﬂashing lights, no sirens.
The black Suburban simply glides out of Fifth Avenue trafﬁc and
pulls into a no-parking zone in front of the Empire State Building.
Moments later, four men spill out in combat helmets and heavy body armor: Two
carry submachine guns; the others, snub-nosed shotguns.
Camera-toting tourists stop jabbering and stare at this intimidating new presence,
their faces a mixture of curiosity and fear. Even jaded New Yorkers, many of whom work
inside the midtown Manhattan landmark, look impressed.
A stone’s throw down the sidewalk, Abad Nieves watches the scene unfold. Nieves is
a detective with the Intelligence Division of the New York Police Department (NYPD).
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

C O V E R

A heavily armed Hercules team
makes a show of force outside a
midtown Manhattan ofﬁce building.
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Casually clad in slacks and a black leather jacket, he
monitors the response of people loitering in the area. Is
anyone making notes or videotaping? Does anyone seem
especially startled by the out-of-the-blue appearance of
a heavily armed NYPD squad?
On this day, Nieves doesn’t see anything overly suspicious, but he is pleased that the deployment created
a strong impression. Known as a Hercules team, it makes
multiple appearances around the city each day. The locations are chosen either in response to speciﬁc intelligence
or simply to provide a show of force at high-proﬁle sites.
“The response we usually get is, ‘Holy s---!’” Nieves says.
“That’s the reaction we want. We are in the business of
scaring people—we just want to scare the right people.”
The people the NYPD hopes to scare are the ideological
brothers of the Islamic extremists who have successfully
attacked New York City twice in the past 13 years. To stop
these terrorists, the department fundamentally changed
the way it protects the city after 9/11.
At 51,000 strong, the NYPD employs more than 1.5
times as many people as the FBI, and its anti-terrorism initiative is a synchronized effort between the department’s
Intelligence Division and the Counter Terrorism Bureau.
The Intelligence Division coordinates the Hercules teams,
which are composed of specialist cops rotated in from
throughout the force. The Counter Terrorism Bureau takes
on a more focused role, functioning as the department’s
think tank on terrorism prevention and overseeing various subdepartments such as the NYPD/FBI Joint Terrorist
Task Force. The effort even stretches far from New York,
with nine liaisons assigned to such overseas hot spots as
Tel Aviv, Israel; Amman, Jordan; and London.
New York has become a testing ground for urban terrorism prevention in a major city, integrating new thinking
and sophisticated technology into every level of the force.
And, the lessons learned are beginning to inﬂuence police
forces in other cities. In 2004, Los Angeles launched Operation Archangel to identify possible targets and to develop
protection plans for them, and the Chicago Police Department earlier this year began providing ﬁve days of terrorism training to all of its 13,500 ofﬁcers. Several big cities,
including Washington, D.C., Las Vegas, Los Angeles and
Chicago, even formed a network to gather and share intelligence—an interagency version of what New York built
in-house. The NYPD provides valuable consultation to
many other local police departments and even state and
federal agencies, from the Department of Defense to the
Illinois State Police. In fact, international police forces
from the Netherlands, Singapore and other countries have
sent representatives to the NYPD to learn its tactics.

“Clearly, New York is way in front on this,” says Brian
Michael Jenkins, a terrorism expert with the Rand Corp.
“As the threat gets more diffused, we are going to have
less of the kind of intelligence that can be picked up by the
feds. We are dealing now with threats that are deliberately
operating under the radar. Therefore, we have to aim the
radar lower, to the local level.”
Although there have been no attacks in New York since
9/11, police officials work under the assumption that
Al Qaeda and its sympathizers are constantly plotting
against the city. As an example, they point to a 2002 plan
by an Ohio truck driver named Iyman Faris to bring down
the Brooklyn Bridge by cutting its cables. Hercules teams
are frequently stationed on the bridge, and the department keeps a boat in the waters beneath it at all times.
Faris, who later pleaded guilty to aiding Al Qaeda, ultimately called off the operation with a coded message
reading: “The weather is too hot.”

T H E D E PA RT M E N T ’ S

COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER LIES IN AN
INDUSTRIAL BROOKLYN NEIGHBORHOOD
MILES FROM MANHATTAN. BUT THE ONESTORY, RED-BRICK BUILDING BETRAYS NO
sign that this is a police facility. The cars parked behind
the building are unmarked and the only access is through
a remote-control door monitored by closed-circuit cameras. (Popular Mechanics visited on the condition that
we would not photograph the outside of the building or
give exact details of its location.)
The vibe here is more 24 than NYPD Blue: Plainclothes
detectives with the Terrorist Threat Analysis Group sit in
front of computer screens, poring through classiﬁed intelligence brieﬁngs. In the adjacent Global Intelligence Room,
specialists in Farsi, Arabic and Pashto, among dozens of
other languages, monitor jihadist chat rooms and translate
mountains of audio recordings.
“The concept of a place like this did not exist before
9/11,” says Lt. Patrick Devlin, a threat and risk assessment
specialist with the Counter Terrorism Bureau.
New York’s terrorism initiative is the brainchild of
Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly, who assumed
the department’s top job for the second time (he also
held the post in the early 1990s) a few months after 9/11.
He previously worked for Interpol and served as undersecretary for enforcement of the Treasury Department,
but he is known within the NYPD as a cop’s cop. Kelly is
the only commissioner in the department’s history to have
worked his way up from cadet.
“There is clearly a consensus in the intelligence commu-

> > > “WE ARE DEALING NOW WITH THREATS THAT ARE

DELIBERATELY OPERATING UNDER THE RADAR,” SAYS
RAND CORP. EXPERT BRIAN JENKINS. “THEREFORE, WE
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6

4

3

2
5

1 Fingerprint scan:

3 Luggage scan: Sixteen

The US-VISIT program
runs ﬁngerprint data and
photographs of incoming
foreign travelers against
an FBI database. The
program currently scans
only two ﬁngers but TSA
is researching options like
Identix’s four-ﬁnger “slap”
scan (shown), which should
improve the accuracy of
background checks.

airports so far have shifted to
automated in-line scanners,
which can process three to
four times more bags per
hour than most current
systems—and don’t require
passengers to lug heavy bags
across airport lobbies.

2 Surveillance
cameras: “Intelligent
video” software can
monitor hundreds of
video feeds at once and
alert airport ofﬁcials to
potential problems, such
as unattended baggage or
security breaches. Software
developed by ObjectVideo
with funding from DARPA
is used at 17 commercial
U.S. airports.

4 Iris scan: Sarnoff is
developing the Iris on the
Move System that can scan
eyes as passengers walk
toward it at a normal pace.
It could one day identify

an unavoidable imperative
to overhaul airport security. The process has hardly
been troublefree, but
technology that’s emerging
from these efforts has tremendous potential to make
airline travel safer and
more convenient. Randy
Null, head of the Transportation Security Administration’s (TSA) technology
lab, acknowledges that
“there is no such thing as a
technological silver bullet
with 100 percent detection and no false alarms.”
But he envisions that one
day many of the devices
shown here may merge
into a single portal that
identifies bad guys
and detects weapons
and explosives without intrusive body
checks. The rest
of us will stroll
through without
even slowing
down.

preregistered frequent
travelers and let them skip to
the front of checkpoint lines.

in airports, in part because
of concerns about the anatomical detail they reveal.

5 X-ray: Backscatter

6 Explosive detection:

machines (so called because
their X-rays “scatter back” to
the sensor), such as the one
made by Rapiscan Systems,
see through clothes and
highlight items of unusual
density, including plastic
explosives, guns and other
metal items. TSA considers
the machines promising but
has not yet deployed them

Walk-through “puffer” machines like Smiths Detection’s Ionscan Sentinel II
spray passengers with puffs
of air that dislodge tiny
particles from clothes, hair
and shoes. Those particles
are then tested for traces of
explosives or narcotics. The
TSA approved them last year
for use in all U.S. airports.

Missile Detection

2

1

1

3

As described in PM’s September 2005 Tech
Watch, Raytheon’s Vigilant Eagle system uses
infrared trackers (1) to detect exhaust from
shoulder-ﬁred missiles (2), then blasts them
with microwaves (3) to disorient their guidance
systems. Vigilant Eagle costs about $25 million
per airport, far less than the $11 billion it could
cost to equip all commercial airplanes with
missile defense systems.
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nity that New York is the most desired target,” Kelly says.
“My thinking was that it would not make sense to sit on the
sidelines and let the federal government have the sole role
in protecting the city. It obviously didn’t work in 1993 or
2001, so I wanted to use our own resources.”
Terrorism in the 21st century is rarely conducted at the
nation-state level. It is committed by individuals or small
groups. Kelly realized that in New York City, with its vast
immigrant population and many high-proﬁle targets, security can be handled best by the cops who know the streets
and neighborhoods.
Kelly also recognized the department was not very efﬁcient at leveraging its local knowledge in a way that could
be applied to counterterrorism.
“We were a classic case of a large department not knowing what it knows,” Kelly says. “When I came in, I said we
were the world’s biggest user of carbon paper and whiteout. We were behind the technology curve.”
In addition to the Counter Terrorism Bureau, Kelly’s
department has built an $11 million Real Time Crime
Center, giving detectives in the field immediate access
to data about suspects and crime patterns. He equipped

P R O T E C T I N G

street cops with BlackBerries and portable radiation
detectors. The city is currently in the process of installing
500 surveillance cameras throughout the city, many of
them trained on subway entrances and other potential
terrorist targets.
By deﬁnition, terrorism prevention must be pre-emptive. To stop attacks before they occur, local police must
build and maintain relationships within their communities
to gather information, staying on the lookout for activities
that might raise ﬂags. That’s the logic behind the NYPD’s

A M E R I C A

Scanners provide a density image
(above) of shipping containers.

Of the 11.3 million
containers that enter the country’s
ports each year, only 6 percent are
inspected by U.S. Customs upon
arrival.
Simply mandating more
inspections could slow commerce
and cripple the global economy,
says Alane Kochems, a national
security expert with The Heritage
Foundation. It makes more sense
to improve information sharing
with foreign ports to identify highrisk containers before they embark.
That’s the logic of the Container
Security Initiative, a voluntary
program launched in 2002, which
allows customs ofﬁcials to observe
inspections on outgoing containers
at 43 international ports.
But high-tech scanners can
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ﬁnd things physical inspectors
can’t. San Diego-based Science
Applications International makes
the scanners used by many
American ports. The machines
detect radioactive material and
provide a digital image of a
container’s contents. In a pilot
program last year in Hong Kong,
the world’s second busiest port,
the company launched a more
advanced version of the system
that records a code for each container so ofﬁcials can track it
through the shipping process.
As an additional layer of
security, new electronic sensors
from General Electric can detect
whether a container has been
opened or tampered with after
being sealed for shipping.

New York keeps constant watch on its
bridges, which are known to be terrorist
targets. An Al Qaeda operative pleaded
guilty in 2003 to plotting to bring down
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support
the Brooklyn Bridge.
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Operation Nexus, implemented in late 2002. Nexus reaches out to businesses to collect intelligence and raise awareness about terrorist tactics. The 9/11 hijackers attended
ﬂight schools, for example, and now cops have identiﬁed
80 other categories of business—everything from martial
arts studios to scuba shops—that terrorists might use to
acquire training or materials.
“In order for us to do our job, we have to think creatively
and acknowledge that our enemies are also tactically creative and resourceful,” says Lt. Christopher Higgins, who

oversees both Nexus and Hercules. “We have to constantly
think: ‘How can this be used against us?’ ”
Nexus has logged more than 25,000 outreach visits
since its inception, and all are detailed in its database. “We
know where every castor bean is in the city,” Higgins says,
referring to a plant used to make the poison ricin.
Information from operatives abroad is combined with
intelligence-gathering efforts within the city. After the London bus and subway bombings in 2005, an NYPD detective
was the ﬁrst foreign law enforcement ofﬁcial on the scene.

> > > NEW YORK HAS BECOME A TESTING GROUND FOR NEW IDEAS
AND TECHNOLOGY IN TERRORISM PREVENTION.
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He reported that the bombs appeared to have been made
with hexamine, a compound often used as fuel for camping
stoves. Within hours, Nexus detectives had visited every
business in New York that sold hexamine fuel tablets.

EVEN

THE DEPARTMENT’S AIR AND
WATER UNITS PLAY A PART IN THE NYPD’S
HERCULES STRATEGY. ONE AFTERNOON, I
HOPPED A RIDE ON ONE OF THE HARBOR
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The Department of
Homeland Security (DHS)
recently launched a high-tech
initiative to improve security
along the nation’s 6000 miles
of international land borders.
But history is not
encouraging: A network of
cameras and sensors installed
in the 1990s was riddled with
problems, according to a
report by the General Services
Administration. Likewise,
radar balloons, which monitor
movement on the Mexican
border, have been criticized
for poor performance in bad
weather.
“The border is just as
porous as it was 25 years ago,
if not more so,” says Louis
Sadler, a border expert with
New Mexico State University.
Today’s dangers are bigger
than drug smuggling and

UAVs send video to groundbased monitors.

brand in law enforcement: The vendors responded to
Mogil’s complaints and were able to ﬁx most of the bugs.
In April 2005, the department placed an order for
the bomb-snifﬁng machines. If they work as hoped, the
machines may become the standard for explosive detection in mass-transit facilities around the country.

AT 2 PM

ON THE DAY AFTER THE
HERCULES DEPLOYMENT AT THE EMPIRE
STATE BUILDING, 76 PATROL CARS—ONE
FROM EACH CITY PRECINCT—DESCEND ON
the streets surrounding Lincoln Center for a critical
response drill. The Hercules units park trunk to curb in
so-called combat parking and wait for orders from their
commanders, who step into a mobile command center
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illegal immigration. In 1999,
for example, Algerian national
Ahmed Ressam was arrested
trying to enter at Port Angeles,
Wash., with nitroglycerine
and four timing devices in
the trunk of his rental car. He
was ultimately convicted of
plotting to bomb Los Angeles
International Airport.
However, there is reason
for optimism: An unmanned
aerial vehicle proved so
effective in a pilot program
along the Arizona border
that DHS is currently building a ﬂeet of them. With
cameras and night vision,
the UAV (below) sends a
live video feed of activity in
unpatrolled areas to ground
stations. In addition, the
US-VISIT program, which
uses biometric ﬁngerprint
scans and photographs to
check for suspected terrorists,
is now operational at 296
ports of entry.

P H O T O G R A P H B Y J O H N M I L L E R /A P ( U AV )

Patrol’s 55-ft. boats. In addition to its regular duties—
“floaters and jumpers, stuff like that,” says officer Artie
Davis—the boat’s crew patrols a daunting number of highproﬁle targets along the water: the Statue of Liberty, the
Brooklyn Bridge, the United Nations, and the vents for
the Holland and Lincoln tunnels. After 9/11, the NYPD’s
24 harbor boats were equipped with heavy weapons and
radiation detectors.
We escort a cruise ship with more than 2700 people
on board down the Hudson River, keeping alert for waterborne attacks like the one launched against the USS Cole
in 2000, when suicide bombers in Yemen drove a boat
laden with explosives into the side of the destroyer, killing
17 American sailors.
“That would be a great hit for [terrorists],” Davis says matter-of-factly as
we circle the cruise ship.
For the Aviation Unit’s airborne
patrol, the department last year purchased a helicopter equipped with a
high-powered camera that can read
a license plate from 2000 ft. Unlike
the unit’s other six choppers, which
are emblazoned with the NYPD logo,
this one is unmarked. It regularly
monitors crowds at high-profile
events, such as the Republican National Convention and
New Year’s Eve in Times Square.
The NYPD often functions as a real-world test lab for the
latest terrorism prevention technology. After the bombings
in the London Underground, New York police were looking
for new ways to protect their city’s subway system against
potential bombings.
Sgt. Arthur Mogil, an explosives specialist with the
Counter Terrorism Bureau, looked at a range of options,
including nonstinging wasps trained to smell explosives. He ultimately recommended portable bomb-sniffing machines that use ion-mobility spectrometry. But
they had never been tested in an environment as harsh as
the New York City subway system. Some machines proved
fragile, while others didn’t perform well in cold temperatures. “We’re basically doing the ﬁeld test for everyone else,” Mogil says.
It helps that the NYPD is arguably the most valuable

A M E R I C A

to meet with inspector Kevin Walsh, a 40-year veteran of
the department. As they enter the vehicle, the men
acknowledge each other with the standard NYPD greeting: “How you doin’?”
Walsh hands each commander a packet with the day’s
intelligence brieﬁng. There is no immediate threat to Lincoln Center, he says, but the ofﬁcers need to be aware of
several new developments: First, the controversy over cartoons of the prophet Muhammad inﬂamed sentiments in
some Muslim communities; second, a bomb in Puerto Rico
recently was concealed in a heavy ﬂashlight.
“If you see [a heavy ﬂashlight], we need to treat it as a
suspicious package,” Walsh says.
The operation is designed, in part, to keep patrol cops in
tune with counterterrorism concerns. It is also a valuable
intelligence-gathering exercise, as the 76 patrol cars will
fan out over the city this afternoon to check in with businesses, subway employees, street vendors and others. The
ofﬁcers will ask if anyone has noticed anything suspicious
and report their ﬁndings to the Intelligence Division.
The exercise also ensures a coordinated response to a
terrorist incident. In such an event, the brass wouldn’t need
to call in off-duty ofﬁcers or relocate on-duty staff—Hercu-

les units are designated to respond.
The commanders step out of the
mobile command center and convene brief meetings with their troops.
Then, the 76 cars head down Seventh
Avenue to their assigned locations. Lights ﬂashing, they
constitute an impressive police presence in the middle of
an otherwise peaceful afternoon.
As Walsh watches the cars depart, I ask him how effective the drills are. “When you are talking about prevention,
you never know,” he says. “It just takes one.”
That’s the reality of the NYPD strategy. It seems to be
working, but it just takes one. And, because most of them
lost friends and colleagues on 9/11, NYPD ofﬁcers know
this better than most.
Walsh checks with his commanders over the radio to see
if there are any questions. When he is done, a woman in a
navy blue overcoat and knit cap approaches.
“What’s going on?” she asks, clearly alarmed.
“It’s a counterterrorism exercise, ma’am,” Walsh says.
“Nothing’s wrong.”
The woman’s face slackens with relief. “Nothing’s
wrong? Great!”
PM

The NYPD’s
unmarked surveillance helicopter
has a GPS system
and high-powered
camera.
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By MERLE HENKENIUS

/ Photograph by COLBY LYNSE

Concrete is an age-old pillar of civilization, on a par with beer, steel
and the T-bone steak. Master concrete and you can build a backyard
empire—starting with a spot to ﬁre up your grill.
NEARLY 2000 YEARS AGO, the Romans constructed
a temple of a size and design that engineers still look upon with
awe. It was a massive circular building, 143 ft. in diameter,
covered by a monolithic dome. The building still stands. It’s
called the Pantheon—and it’s made of concrete.
While mortar had been used in stone construction by the
Egyptians, Roman concrete was something new. It relied on
a paste made of ground limestone, water and volcanic ash,
or pozzuolana, that was poured into forms where it hardened
and bound together a rock filler, or aggregate. It was literally
moldable stone—and with the fall of the Roman Empire, the
secret of concrete disappeared for centuries.
HARD CORE
Today, 9 billion cubic yards of concrete are poured each year
around the world. It’s big business for a humble mix of sand,
gravel, water and portland cement. But you don’t have to build
the Hoover Dam to get involved—anyone with a backyard can
do it. Pouring a slab for a landing or a small patio for your
grill is a great way to learn how to mix and finish concrete.
And, there’s nothing quite like making something that will
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be around for a long time. It may not be immortality,
but it’s close.
Of course, on big projects, ready-mix concrete—
the kind delivered to your job site—is the way to
go. But, it has about a 90-minute delivery limit
and there are places the trucks can’t reach. Partial
loads carry surcharges, so the less you order the
more you’ll pay. A full load is about 10 cubic yards;
a cubic yard weighs about 4000 pounds and is
enough to pour a 4-in.-thick, 9 x 9-ft. slab.
For small jobs, you can buy bags of cement that
already contain sand and gravel—you just add
water. On larger jobs, it’s more economical to buy
cement and aggregate, and combine the ingredients
in a motorized mixer. These rent for around $50 a
day and can be towed home. Cement comes in 94pound bags—about six will make a cubic yard. The
sand-and-gravel aggregate should include a range
of sizes from grains to 3⁄4-in. stones. If the aggregate
in your area is too fine, add 3⁄8- to 3⁄4-in. gravel.
As for time, you can easily pour a small slab in an
afternoon. Here are the steps to get the job done.

1

2

3

4

Build the form out
of 2 x 4s, nailed at
the corners with 16d
nails [1]. Then use a
shovel to slice the
sod into manageable
squares [2]. Rough
out the rest of the
form bed, but be
careful to not dig too
deeply. Backfilled
soil settles, so overexcavation will
require compacted
sand, which adds
work and expense.
Set the form in
place, shave away
soil from high spots
and check with a
level. A slight slope
of about 1⁄8 in. per
foot helps shed
water. Drive stakes
around the perimeter
to just below the top
of the form [3] and
fasten the stakes
with 2-in. drywall
screws [4].

MIXING THE
INGREDIENTS
First pour about
2 gal. of water into
the mixer drum and
then add aggregate
to get it wet. If you
have a sand-andgravel combination,
throw in one shovel
of cement for every
five shovels of
aggregate [5]. If you
have a separate pile
of coarse aggregate,
make it 2 1⁄2 shovels
of sand, 2 1⁄2 shovels
of coarse gravel
and one shovel of
cement. Keep the
shovel topped off
so the quantities are
uniform [6]. When
the drum is about
three-quarters full,
gradually add more
water—the exact
amount will vary,
depending on the
moisture content
of the aggregate.
When the mixture
reaches a gray/
green color with
hardly any of the
rock color showing
through, stop the
mixer and pull out a
small handful. Form
it into a 3-in. ball
and toss it from one
hand to the other. If
it crumbles, it’s too
dry. If it splatters, it’s
too wet. Cautiously
add a little water or
more aggregate and
cement to correct
the consistency, then
run the mixer for 3
more minutes.
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SA F E T Y
Wet concrete is
strongly alkaline
and can start a
chemical burn if
it contacts bare
skin. Wear longsleeve shirts, long
pants and gloves
when working with
concrete, and don
rubber boots when
you have to walk
in it. And, don’t
forget goggles to
shield the eyes
from airborne
cement dust.

P H OTO G RA P H S BY M E R L E H E N K E N I US ( T ROW E L O N P R E V I O US S P R E A D, A L L P H OTOS O N T H I S
S P R E A D E XC E P T G O G G L E S A N D G L OV E S ) , DA N S A E L I N G E R ( G O G G L E S , G L OV E S )

THE FORM

5

FINISHING
TOOLS

FINISHING

F L OAT

EDGER

T R OW E L

G R O OV E R

Made of wood or
magnesium, they
level a screeded
surface. Wood is
slightly coarser.

To round the
corners of a
pad. Run it back
and forth while
pressing down.

A steel surfacing
tool for an extrafine finish. It’s
optional for
outdoor work.

To make contraction joints.
Creates small
sections to help
control cracking.

THE POUR
Load the mix into
a wheelbarrow [7]
and deliver it to the
form [8]. Spread it
around with a shovel
and press it against
the sides. Then mix
another batch. When
you have about half
the form filled, use
a 2 x 4 screed board
to level the surface,
but leave it slightly
high [9]. Fill the
other half of the
form in the same
way. A larger slab
would require rebar
or steel mesh to help
control cracking, but
our small slab can
do without. Then,
steadily saw the
screed board side to
side while moving it
along the form. If you
find a low spot, fill it
and saw through that
area again.

7

8

10

9

11

Finishing is all about
timing—and surface
water is the timer.
Each pass with a
tool brings up water
and cement, but
overworking the
surface can weaken
it. When the water
from the previous
pass is no longer
visible, it’s okay to
move to the next
operation.
After screeding,
wait a few minutes
before using the
float. When the
surface appears dull,
hold the float on
the concrete with
extra pressure on
the trailing edge.
Run it along the pad
edges and across the
surface in wide arcs
[10]. Then use an
edging tool to round
the slab edges [11].
Troweling will
give you a smoother
surface, if desired.
Again, wait for the
surface water to
disappear. Trowel
the edges first, then
sweep the surface in
wide arcs [12]. If you
can’t avoid sweep
lines, wait 15 minutes
and trowel again.
Concrete cures
best between 50 F
and 70 F. Keep the
job damp for five
days by covering it
evenly with a plastic
vapor barrier or by
using a sprinkler.
Alternatively, apply
a curing-and-sealing
compound.
PM
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For more on how
concrete is

W E B made and how

12

to use it, visit
popularmechan
ics.com/concrete.
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SEVEN DAYS, 3000 MILES, FIVE

X
Interstate escape route: The Cherohala Skyway,
crossing the North Carolina-Tennessee line, and
Arkansas’s Highway 7 (right) beckon drivers who like
to test themselves and their machines.
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

SKILL-TESTING TWO-LANE ROADS, A WILLING COPILOT AND A 505-HP
CORVETTE. LIFE IS GOOD. VERY GOOD.
W E ’ R E H A L F A N H O U R I N T O O U R L . A .-T O - N E W YO R K ROA D T R I P
and Ella is asleep. Seriously. She’s asleep in a brand-new $68,700 Daytona Sunset
Orange Metallic Corvette Z06—the quickest, best-handling Vette that Chevy has ever
produced. It’s like napping on the back of a Trident missile.
Fortunately, she redeems herself by waking up when we turn off I-5 southeast
of L.A. and take on the ﬁrst of a series of high-performance side trips off the interstates—in this case, S22. The two-lane twister crests the Laguna Mountains and then
drops 4000-plus ft. in just 17 miles, schussing through tight switchbacks and sweeping esses down to the Anza-Borrego Desert. We’ve started with a winner: The road
is exhilarating—it’s part of a prototype-vehicle evaluation program for more than
one carmaker—and the Vette’s steering proves to be as sensitive and precise as any
Porsche’s. But I don’t even come close to the car’s limits. Not on the ﬁrst day.
There are three things you need to get right for a seven-day run from coast to
coast, Popular Mechanics-style. First, the vehicle has to have a muscular V8 with
torque so big it throws you back in the seat and makes the rear end twitch under
the strain of all that power. A vehicle that intimidates even other sports cars by its

+

+
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mere presence. The Z06 is just such a machine. It’s
very loud. And very hot. (The center console actually melts stuff.) But, the car is so instantly fast and
ﬂickable that I don’t care.
Next, you need the right route. The reality of
transcontinental motoring dictates serious interstate
usage. But between oceans there are some legendary
ribbons of twisting blacktop that I’ve heard about—
like S22—and my goal is to be able to tell my benchracing buddies that I drove them.
Last but not least, this kind of journey demands
an adventurous sidekick. A copilot who can read
maps on switchbacks without upchucking; who can
ﬁnd a motel room that doesn’t have stuff growing on
the rug. Someone like my girlfriend, Ella.

+

+

+

Desert Dance

A FTER OUR A NZA-BOR R EGO DESERT
tour, we join I-10 north of the Salton Sea and head
east. That’s when we make another discovery: This
Vette could be the best highway cruiser ever, thanks

PERFORMANCE BOOSTER

Grippier Tires

Four patches of rubber
are all that translate
your driving inputs into
action. Most vehicles
have tires that ﬁnd a
compromise among
handling, braking, quiet,
comfort, fuel economy
and durability. The
fastest way to upgrade
handling is to swap in a
set of tires made with
shorter, stiﬀer sidewalls

78

and stickier, wider
treads. These tires grip
the road better and react
to inputs more quickly
than conventional ones.
BE AWARE Highperformance tires do
not do well in cold, wet
conditions and can
handle worse in slush
and snow than standard
ones. Tires that are too
large can interfere with
suspension components
and reduce steering
and braking ability.
Soft, sticky tread wears
out faster and short
sidewalls may ride hard.
PRICE Depending on
size, about $150 and up
per tire.
GO TO tirerack.com or
discounttiredirect.com.

Our duo admires Don Robertson’s wares in Jerome, Ariz.

to 505 hp and ridiculously tall gearing. But, we ﬂex
those interstate muscles for only 115 miles. Just
inside Arizona, we angle northeast and, after a challenging 40 miles in the dark on twisty Highway 89,
we overnight at a motel in Prescott.
The next morning, a gallon of coffee and griddle cakes at the Waffle Iron prime us for our second high-performance highway—Route 89A, which
soon serves a fascinating roadside attraction, Don
Robertson’s Gold King Mine and Ghost Town, in tiny
Jerome (pop. 329). We could spend a week checking
out his incredible collection of classic trucks, including weird, rare stuff from Studebaker, International
and Dodge. Ever seen a Dodge truck with a ﬂathead
413-cu.-in. straight Six? We hadn’t, either. Robertson
tells us they made that engine for only one year.
North of Sedona, Route 89A climbs shady Oak
Creek Canyon, and then swags relentlessly for 2 miles
up the escarpment of the Mogollon Rim. Atop this
vast plateau, the road follows an old cattle trail as
it winds north through the ponderosas of Coconino
National Forest to Flagstaff. The red rock landscape
is spectacular, but we’ve lost the high-performance
component in a convoy of rubbernecking tourists in
minivans and rental Tauruses.
In Flagstaff we pick up eastbound I-40—a road
that will become very familiar to us over the next
few days. It’s 10 pm by the time we roll into Santa
Fe, N.M., and hit Café Pasqual’s for the Plato Supremo—a light supper consisting of chile relleno,
chicken mole enchilada, Napo’s tamal and cilantro
rice. Plus a beef taco. Or two. All kept in check by a
well-deserved Negra Modelo.
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A rare moment of nearly empty road outside Sedona.

Competition Driving Mode, which helps keep me
from taking us over the ragged edge.
When we pick up Highway 76 the drive only gets
better—it’s Ella’s favorite stretch so far. We cruise
past 13,102-ft. Truchas Peak and through the aromatic pines of Carson National Forest without seeing another car for 10 minutes at a time. On Route
518 the speed limit is only 40 mph, but I drop a gear
and punch it, pushing the Vette just a bit harder than

Mountain Highs

O U R T H I R D A C T I O N R OA D —T H E “ H I G H
Road to Taos” (state Route 503)—totally delivers.
Light trafﬁc and broad shoulders give the car some
breathing room as I try my best to keep the tires
hot and sticky on the cold mountain pavement. In
other words, I am haulin’. As I drive deep into the
tight corners, I let the rear end drift out, countersteer
and kick up some red rock dust.
Then I punch the gas and peg the
PERFORMANCE BOOSTER
tach at the redline.
Man, this car is fast. Scary fast.
increased slowing and
But Ella doesn’t seem nervous:
stopping power with
She’s snuggled down in her seat
larger rotors, along
and has a Cheshire cat smile.
Going fast means using with matched calipers.
“You’ve got to let me run this
the brakes a lot to slow These, in turn, mean
larger brake pads for
enough for curves.
road,” she says coyly.
increased friction.
This can overheat
Uh, maybe. I don’t think I’m
Thick rotors take more
standard
brakes
and
giving up my seat anytime soon.
quickly wear them. Get heat than thinner ones
Long sweepers and grippy
without distorting.
asphalt make the High Road perProperly vented and
fect for our Vette. The limits of
crossdrilled discs also
the Z06 are very—I mean very—
cool quicker. Calipers
high. Eventually, on this piece
with four pistons apply
of mountain road, I find those
more pressure more
limits. Luckily, I leave the comevenly than standard
puterized stability control in
two-piston calipers.

Better
Brakes
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BE AWARE Large
brakes must ﬁt
inside the wheel
properly without
interfering with other
components. Highfriction brake pads
are often noisier—they
may squeak when
applied—and shorterlived than standard.
PRICE Depending on
size, about $1500 and
up per set of two.
GO TO baer.com,
brembo.com or
wilwood.com.

YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

PERFORMANCE BOOSTER

that. The sweepers get even better here and so do the
grand vistas of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.
After lunch in Taos and a visit to Dave’s Custom
Cycles, a Harley-Davidson shop, we take the “Low
Road” (Highway 68) back to Santa Fe for some serious rubber on I-40. It’s early evening when we hit
Amarillo, Texas—perfect timing for a meat fest at
The Big Texan Steak Ranch. If you can choke down
the 72-ouncer, it’s free. We’re tempted, but we get
enough high performance out of a 16-ounce strip
steak to hammer another 250 miles to Oklahoma
City. We arrive at 1:30 am. We’re tired.

+

+

+

Hog Callin’

E V E N A F T E R A D E C E N T N I G H T ’ S S L E E P,
we’re still weary from yesterday’s 703-mile endurance test. Maybe that’s why Ella is counting roadkill on the next detour off the interstate. The Pig
Trail Scenic Byway (Highway 23) in western Arkansas turns out to be a gem that winds north of I-40
for 19 miles through old-growth Ozark woodlands.
But Ella doesn’t notice the scenery: She notices
the dead skunks in the middle of the road. Skunk
after skunk. When we leave the byway and cruise to
the top of the state on Highway 7 and then back to
I-40, we have a competition: dead skunks versus
Sonic drive-ins I’ve been tallying since New Mexico.
By the time we pull into the motel in Little Rock, the
score is skunks 9, Sonics 8.

+

+

+

Serpentine

A L L T H E WAY AC RO S S T E N N E S S E E , T H E
Vette continues to prove its worth as a great highway
machine. When we set the cruise control to 68 mph,
we get a whopping 27.9 mpg. What is this, a hybrid?
But what really gets us is the car’s acceleration. Drop
a couple of gears and pin the throttle until you get
to 7000 rpm—and the Z06 leaves everything in the
rearview mirror. Good thing: By the time we arrive in
Knoxville around 10 pm, we’ve got just enough energy to hit Barley’s Taproom and Pizzeria for a slice, a
draft and some blues before crashing.
The next morning we get a late start on a 200mile loop from Knoxville south into North Carolina,
part of it on the mountain-topping Cherohala Skyway. Then it’s back north on what some call the best
sports car and motorcycle road in America—U.S.
129, aka the Tail of the Dragon, which promises 318

84

Souped-Up Shocks
Most cars are designed
with a suspension that
strikes a compromise
between ride comfort
and safe, predictable
handling. You can
sharpen your car’s
handling by installing
a set of ﬁrmer shock
absorbers. These keep
the tires better planted
on the road than
standard shocks. As
the car’s chassis twists
going around turns or
bounces over dips or
bumps, the oscillating
springs soften the blow,
but allow the tires to
lose some grip. Highperformance shocks
minimize bouncing.

PERFORMANCE BOOSTER

First-Class Seats
Most cars come with
front seats designed for
hours of comfortable,
nonfatiguing driving. So
they don’t necessarily
hold you snugly in place.
If you’re serious about
hard driving, you’ll
improve your game
with seats designed
for something more
spirited than commuting
and cruising. These are
deeply contoured with a

YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support
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Electronically controlled
multifunction shocks react
diﬀerently to diﬀerent
situations. Cars with strut
suspensions have the shock
as part of the strut.
BE AWARE Not all stiﬀ
shocks increase handling
prowess; some are designed
to increase load-carrying or
trailering ability. Some highperformance shocks meant
for racing are unacceptably
harsh and may put extra
stress on the chassis as
you drive.
PRICE Struts start at about
$250/pair; shock absorbers
are about $50/pair.
GO TO monroe.com,
tokicogasshocks.com,
gabriel.com or koni.com.

deep bucket and high sides
to keep you ﬁrmly behind the
wheel, even as the lateral g’s
mount around bends. This
means your body strength
and attention can be applied
to working the steering
wheel, shift lever and pedals
rather than constantly
bracing yourself to keep
from sliding in the seat.
BE AWARE Sport seats
can feel constricting,
especially to larger people.
These seats are also much
ﬁrmer than standard seats
and some can ﬁnd them
uncomfortable. And don’t
expect seat heaters or
electric adjustments.
PRICE $350 and up/pair.
GO TO sparcousa.com and
www.recaro-nao.com.

F R E E D O M
O F
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Rolling into New York City: Manhattan’s 10th Avenue
might not challenge the Vette, but it has its thrills.

curves in 11 miles. And just about every curve has a
name, including “Gravity Cavity” and “The Whip.”
Starting at the North Carolina-Tennessee state
line, the highway becomes narrow and tight. I’m
sawing the wheel back and forth so hard, it’s like a
workout at Gold’s Gym. For the ﬁrst time on this trip,
the Vette does a pretty serious tail-out slide. I gather
it up—but just barely. Ella smiles.
Before getting back on the interstate, we meet up
with some college guys from Evansville, Ind., on sportbikes. They dig the Z06. So I do a big smoky for them.
Next, onto I-40, then I-81 and drive until we can’t see
straight anymore. That turns out to be Roanoke, Va.
After yesterday’s rally through the Appalachians,
I ﬁgure nothing on today’s all-interstate grand ﬁnale
could even begin to raise our pulse. I’m wrong.
We’ve been amazingly lucky with the weather.
It’s been sunny and warm—until now. It’s cold in
Virginia! For the ﬁrst time, we’re actually happy the
Vette’s cupholders get so warm from the transmission
tunnel’s lack of insulation. It keeps our coffee hot.

But hey, at least it isn’t raining. We’ve worn down the
Z06’s massive rear tires so that they’re almost slicks.
It wouldn’t be pretty on a wet freeway.
We pass through miles and miles of farmland in
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Then, somewhere on the
New Jersey Turnpike I see brake lights and smoke.
A family of deer has decided to cross the highway
right in front of us. The Z06 goes from 80 to 0 mph
so quickly, I pull into the middle lane to keep the guy
behind us from rear-ending the Vette. Then, just a
few feet away from my door, a barge-size ’86 Lincoln
Town Car comes sliding past on the grass at about
40 mph with the brakes locked up. Miraculously, no
deer are hit and no cars touch metal.
I slow things down the rest of the way and cruise
into Manhattan just as the sun sets. I grew up here
and I’ve been guilty of talking up the food in the Big
Apple for the entire trip. Ella immediately makes me
stop at a trafﬁc light for one of NYC’s famous dirty
water hot dogs fresh from the cart. It’s just as yummy
and disgusting as I remember.
PM

ON

THE

For more on Ben’s drive, visit

W E B popularmechanics.com/crosscountry.
TURN
PAGE HERE
FOR 25 GREAT
ROADS GATEFOLD

PULLOUT
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1
2

3

4

5

PM’s
“Power Trip”
route (see
page 76)

+
MAP BY AGU ST I N C H U N G
D ATA B Y S AT I M A G I N G C O R P

+
2 OR EGON MOONSC A PE

Kasey
Kahne

DRIVER OF THE NO. 9
DODGE DEALERS/UAW
CHARGER
1 SCHOOL DA ZE

“I used to drive my
buddies to school in
our old farm truck up
Mud Mountain Road,
near Enumclaw,
Wash. It’s narrow
with sharp bends.
Believe me, we’d all
be wide-awake when
we got to school.”

YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support
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Follow the Powder River’s
headwaters to the John
Day River when you want
to stretch your car’s legs.
The smooth, wide and
mostly gently curving road
is normally uncrowded as
it tacks through the lava
ﬂats and rich fossil beds.
Baker City to Mitchell:
Rte. 7/U.S. 26/Rtes. 19
& 207—163 miles
3 BA R R EN BE AUT Y

Lose 4000 ft. of elevation in
17 miles through constant
Second-gear switchbacks.
By the time you level out in
the Anza-Borrego Desert,
you’ll have used a year’s
worth of brakes. It’s worth
it. (See page 77.) Santa
Ysabel to Salton City:
Rtes. 79/S22—40 miles
5 R ED ROCK DA NCE

Once you leave Sedona’s
tourists, you’ll tackle 25

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y G A R I W Y N W I L L I A M S /A L A M Y ( T I R E T R A C K S ) ,
R U S T Y J A R R E T T/ G E T T Y I M A G E S ( K A S E Y K A H N E , R O B B Y G O R D O N )

H E N RY F OR D M AY H AV E put America
on wheels, but President Dwight D. Eisenhower gave those wheels somewhere to go
when he created the interstate system,
50 years ago this month. (He signed the
legislation in June 1956.) These concrete
marvels help us drive most anywhere
quickly. But sometimes you want to drive
no place quickly—simply for the sheer joy
of motion, as you try to outrun the song
of the exhaust.
We asked people who drive for their livelihood—and for serious fun—what roads
they keep returning to when they feel the
need for speed. We spoke with Nextel Cup
drivers, top auto executives, and our pals
and colleagues at other auto magazines.
The result: 25 of the best high-performance
drives in America. Enjoy.

+
NO. 8: RM 1431 in the
Texas Hill Country.

Robby Gordon
DRIVER OF THE NO. 7 HARRAH’S
CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO
4 MIDDLE OF NOWHER E

“I spend a lot of my spare time driving between my Southern California
home and Las Vegas. And there’s a
small, empty road—Rte. 177—that
cuts out through the desert from
Desert Center near I-10 and heads toward
Parker, Ariz. And I hit it every trip because I love
getting airborne on its many dips and bumps.”

9

7

6

NO. 5: Rte. 89A loops along Oak Creek Canyon.
8

P H OTO G RA P H S BY W E N D I P O O L E / W P N ( R M 1 4 3 1 ) , D O U G P E N S I N G E R /
G E T T Y I M A G E S ( J E R R Y R O B E R T S O N ) , J O H A N S E N K R A U S E / N AT I O N A L
G E O G RA P H I C /G E T T Y I M AG E S ( RT E . 89 A )

10

miles of too-tight hairpins
working out of Arizona’s
Oak Creek Canyon. Sorry,
no time to gawk at the
red rock. (See page 80.)
Prescott to Flagstaff:
Rte. 89A—85 miles
6 BEST ROA D TO
TAOS Charging through

the foothills of New
Mexico’s Sangre de Cristo
Mountains, you may be
fooled into going faster
than the narrow road
allows. You can easily crest
a rise and ﬁnd yourself
screaming into a tiny
hamlet, like Cundiyo.
(See page 82.) Santa Fe
to Taos: Rtes. 503, 76
& 518—75 miles
7 COLOR A DO CLIMBING

The ascent from Colorado
Springs to Wilkerson

Pass (9502 ft.) may not
seem worth it until the
descent into Hartsel. The
steep downhill curves are
entertaining enough to
keep you from looking
for Pikes Peak across the
valley to the east. Cool
your brakes, then repeat
the fun by climbing Trout
Creek Pass (9487 ft.) and
hammering back toward
the high plains. Woodland
Park to Salida: U.S. 24 &
285/Rte. 291—89 miles
8 T E X A S HILL COUNTRY

Jerry
Robertson

DRIVER OF THE NO. 78 FURNITURE
ROW/BENCH WARMERS CHEVROLET
MONTE CARLO
9 LOOK ING OUT OV ER DEN V ER

“Everyone knows about the road
up Pikes Peak. But I love Lookout
Mountain Road, oﬀ U.S. 6, going up the mountain
west of Denver. It’s like a miniature Pikes Peak with
a lot of switchbacks and a great view of the city.”
wracking as it winds, rises
and plunges through the
gorges and rolling hills
near Lake Travis. Marble
Falls to Cedar Park:
RM 1431—40 miles

Everyone we spoke to has
a favorite road somewhere
10 EL C A MINO DEL R IO
between San Antonio and
The Rio Grande separates
Mexico from Texas along
Fort Worth. Bottom line:
the edge of Big Bend
Great roads, but full of
bikers, hot-shoes and RVs.
Ranch State Park. It also
We like this less traveled
deﬁnes the path of an
adrenaline-charging road.
gem. It’s narrow and nerveYYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

With few shoulders, little
room for error (except
into the water) and cattle
appearing over the next
crest or behind another
blind curve, FM 170 must
be taken very seriously.
Help isn’t close by.
Presidio to Terlingua:
FM 170—65 miles
11 ACROSS STAT E LINES

You can take a thrill ride
leaving Oklahoma for

+
Arkansas. You’ll rise and
fall on the ridges of the
Ouachita Mountains as
this nearly 50-year-old
two-lane cuts through
deep green forests. Only
trouble is, it’s a National
Scenic Byway, so in the
summer, you’ll be drafting
RVs. Keep an eye out for
wildlife pretty much yearround. Talihina, Okla.,
to Mena, Ark.: Rtes. 1
& 88—54 miles
12 T WA IN COUNTRY

Robert A.
Lutz

VICE CHAIRMAN
OF GENERAL MOTORS
15
14

12
13

11

Well-maintained, narrow
roads with fast, off-camber
curves challenge you in
southern Missouri, as you
cut past the Ozarks’ cliffs,
creeks and small rivers in
the 1.5 million-acre Mark
Twain National Forest.
You’re rolling very close to
a piece of highway history:
Nearby I-44 was the
ﬁrst section of interstate
highway commissioned.
Sparta to Winona:
Rte. 14/U.S. 63/Rte. 19/
U.S. 60—140 miles

17 B O B ' S P L A C E

“I have a 108-mile loop of
exceptionally ﬁne twolane roads with varying
surfaces and the highest concentration of curves you’ll ﬁnd in lower
Michigan. And I know it like the back of my hand.
A nice bonus is that it’s so rural that one seldom encounters enforcement. From my front
door, outside Ann Arbor, I can go more than 40
miles, make a left turn onto Williamston Road
and enjoy some wonderful, fast sweepers. Then
it’s right onto DeCamp Road, then quickly a left
onto South Williams Road.”
NO. 13: Arkansas’s Pig Trail Scenic Byway, in the Ozarks.

13 POR K CHOP HILLS

To heck with civil
engineering: Here’s a road
designed by wild hogs—
at least according to a
prevalent local legend. Just
remember that pigs have
sharp turning radii and
don’t need any run-off.
This road is supertight.
(See page 84.) Ozark to
Eureka Springs: Rte.
23—65 miles
14 DOOR TO THE BAY

15 SUPER IOR ROUT E

The Keweenaw Peninsula
is a remote part of the

16 FI V E TIMES THR EE

Running along the border
of Ohio’s Wayne National
Forest for much of the way,
this road clings to a ridge—
often without the beneﬁt of
18 HOLLER FOR FUN
West Virginia’s mountains
guardrails. Blind surprises
are bigger and brawnier—
abound: Top a hill to ﬁnd
and the roads better
the road immediately goes
maintained—than most
left or right, rarely straight.
people imagine. This route
A scarcity of signs adds to
traces a long valley before
the challenge. Running
climbing up and over the
this route in the opposite
Allegheny Highlands,
direction is a totally
following a highway
different, but equally
with one of the highest
exciting, drive. Zanesville
elevations in the East.
to Little Hocking: Rtes.
Beverly to Richwood:
60/555—48 miles
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

U.S. 219/Rtes. 39 & 55—
95 miles
19 BLUE R IDGE ROMP

A demanding stretch over
southwest Virginia’s Blue
Ridge Mountains proves
you can chew up more tires
and brakes over two dozen
miles of high-performance
road than 1000 miles of
interstate. This intense
collection of esses broken
up by short straights takes

P H OTO G R A P H B Y P E T E R YAT E S /C O R B I S
(ROBERT A. LUTZ)

You might think you’re
on the Oregon coast.
Surprise: You’re in Door
County, Wis., on a ﬁnger
of land sticking into Lake
Michigan. Run the northern
edge of the peninsula along
Green Bay, before the town
of Sturgeon Bay. Then
follow either shore. Green
Bay to Gills Rock: Rtes.
57 & 42—85 miles

state’s still rural Upper
Peninsula, so there’s
precious little trafﬁc to
slow your progress along
Lake Superior’s shoreline.
Hancock to Copper
Harbor to Houghton:
Rte. 203/U.S. 41/Rte. 26/
U.S. 41—60 miles

+
NO. 22: New York’s Rte. 97 traces the Delaware.

23

17
22

24

16
18
25

24 A LPINE NEW
ENGL A ND The well-kept

19

Kancamagus Highway
recalls Europe’s mountain
roads as it climbs, falls
and twists through New
Hampshire’s rugged
White Mountains. While
it’s an exhilarating
summer drive, you get
extra credit if you tackle
it in the snows of winter.
Lincoln to Conway:
Rte. 112—35 miles

21
20

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y N AT I O N A L S C E N I C B Y WAYS O N L I N E ( P I G T R A I L ) , N A D AV N E U H A U S / W P N ( R T E . 9 7 ) ,
C H R I S S TA N F O R D / G E T T Y I M A G E S ( K U R T B U S C H ) , R U S T Y J A R R E T T/ G E T T Y I M A G E S ( S C O T T R I G G S )

much trafﬁc. But, you can
wind up your car’s engine
and suspension, and test
its tires and your nerve
along this less crowded
stretch, which runs near
the eastern border of the
Green Mountain National
Forest. Blind bends keep
you honest. Waterbury
to Killington: Rte.
100—50 miles

Scott Riggs

DRIVER OF THE NO. 10
VALVOLINE/STANLEY TOOLS DODGE CHARGER
21 T H E ROA D T O B A H A M A

“Bahama, N.C., is my hometown and Bahama Road
runs right through it. It’s still my favorite. I drive that
road almost every day. It’s got some great esses and
long, empty straights. And, it’s beautiful.”

Kurt
Busch

DRIVER OF THE NO. 2
MILLER LITE DODGE
CHARGER
25 RUNNING TO
BRISTOL

you on a gut-wringing ride.
Avoid the crowds in Floyd
during the Country Store’s
Friday night bluegrass
jamborees. Floyd to
Stuart: Rte. 8—26 miles
20 THE BOSS The king
of the thrill roads is also
the shortest: Tail of the
Dragon. This coiling
stretch that sits mostly
in North Carolina and
slightly in Tennessee
is so famous it has a
dedicated following and a
comprehensive Web site

(tailofthedragon.com).
It’s also an intense upperbody and inner-ear workout: As you saw the wheel
back and forth as fast as
you can, your head rocks
along in cadence. (See
page 84.) Deals Gap to
Robbinsville: U.S. 129—
11 miles
22 R I V ER RUN You may
recognize this New York
road’s stone-wall guardrail
and the meandering river
far below from countless
new-car ads. The spectacuYYePG Proudly Presents,

larly long series of esses
keep the chassis loaded
and the steering in
constant motion. The
absence of shoulders
holds your attention. Port
Jervis to Narrowsburg:
Rte. 97—25 miles
23 GR EEN MOUNTA IN
GETAWAY Vermont’s Rte.

100 runs the length of the
state, from Canada to the
Massachusetts line. It’s
a terriﬁc driving road—
often interrupted by
too many towns and too
Thx for Support

“I love driving Highway
421 into Bristol, Tenn.,
especially when I pass
the sign that says, ‘For
the next 22 miles there
are severe switchbacks
and this road is not recommended for semis.’
Man, that’s fun.”
ON

THE

Check our Web site
for detailed maps
of our routes:
popularmechanics.com/
greatdrivingroads.

WE B
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HDTVs are capable of spectacular video quality—but they aren’t always perfect.
Television industry consultant Pete Putman explains how good images go bad.
2

1

3

4
5
6

So you just bought an HDTV.

You laid down serious cash for your new set, upgraded your tuner box and hooked it all into your
surround-sound system. Then you turned it on and tuned into a whole new era of disappointment.
Those HD pictures don’t look as good as they should. The image breaks up into little blocks. Fastmoving objects aren’t crisp. And standard-deﬁnition TV programs look like garbage. Is it your TV?
Is it the fault of your cable or satellite company? The truth is that it could be either, or both. HDTV
is still an evolving technology and plenty of glitches make it onto the screen. Some problems can be
ﬁxed with a simple adjustment, while others should send you back to the store with receipt in hand.
And many problems have nothing to do with your set at all. Here’s your troubleshooting guide.
YYePG Proudly Presents, Thx for Support

PHOTOGRAPH BY EVERETT COLLECTION (FOX TV’S 24); PICTURE PROBLEM SIMULATIONS CREATED BY ANTHONY VERDUCCI. YOUR SET’S PROBLEMS MAY VARY.

1 CLOUDS OF DIGITAL “MOSQUITOES” SURROUND FAST-MOVING
OBJECTS. This is a picture artifact
(or distortion) that can occur as a side
effect of digital television-signal compression. THE FIX Don’t worry, your
set is fine. The problem originates at
the broadcaster or at your cable/satellite provider. The good news is that
motion artifacts should be greatly
reduced in the next few years as compression technology improves. The
bad news is that if you want to fix it
now, you’ll need an outboard digital
noise processor such as the Algolith
Mosquito HDMI, which costs $3000.

2 FLESH TONES AND COLORS
LOOK UNNATURAL . Most HDT V
sets have several picture settings
with varying combinations of brightness, contrast, color saturation and
color temperature. The “color” of
white on HDTV sets is usually bluish,
or “cold,” when you are using the factory settings—which are optimized for
the showroom. THE FIX In the picture menu, look for modes such as
Movie or Natural. For precise control,
try calibrating your set using a color
meter, such as Datacolor’s Spyder TV
($269), or a DVD such as Monster/ISF’s
HDTV Calibration Wizard ($30).

3 PEOPLE AND OBJECTS HAVE
WEIRD WHITE OUTLINES AROUND
THEM. There are two potential causes
of these artificial edges. Either your
TV’s sharpness is set way too high or
your set is using some sort of edgeenhancement processing that is generally unnecessary for hi-def signals.
THE FIX Go to the Picture or Image
settings in your TV’s menu, and adjust
the sharpness until the outlines disappear. If you want to turn off the edgeenhancement processing completely,
you may need to employ the services
of a qualified technician to disable it
in your set’s service menu.

+

+

+

+

+

+

4 “CRAWLING MOSS” IS SEEN
IN DARK AREAS OF A MOVIE OR
TV SHOW. This is a picture artifact

5 HD PROGRAMS BREAK UP INTO
PIXEL S AND THEN GO BACK TO
NORMAL. This is caused by low-level

6 HDT V LOOKS GOOD ON MY
SCREEN, BUT STANDARD - DEFINITION PROGRAMS DON’T. Stand-

known as dynamic false contouring,
and it is usually seen on older plasma, DLP rear-projection and some
LCD TVs. THE FIX Most major manufacturers should have this problem
licked by now, but some second-tier
companies are still using inadequate
signal processing. If your HDTV exhibits false contouring and is still returnable, take it back. When you check out
other HDTVs in the showroom, ask to
see a video source with lots of dark
shading and look carefully.

digital video signals dropping in and
out. It’s often fixable, assuming the
problem isn’t originating at the cable
or satellite headend, or at a TV broadcast station. THE FIX Ask your cable
or satellite installer to check if DTV
signals are strong enough for your settop box. If they’re too wimpy, a commercial-quality inline amplifier (about
$80) will provide the missing oomph.
If you receive digital TV signals off-air,
install a preamplifier (about $60) at
the antenna to boost signal strength.

ard-deﬁ nition TV signals (about 480
visible lines) are blown up to ﬁll your
HDTV screen (anywhere from 720 to
1080 lines). The original standarddef TV speciﬁcations were optimized
for smaller screens than are common
today. THE FIX If you haven’t bought
an HD set yet, here’s a reason to wait:
Future sets will be better at upconverting images to HD. Meanwhile, outboard
video scalers can convert a 480i signal
to 1080p. Models from Lumagen and
DVDO range from $1000 to $2500.
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P O N D C O N S T R U C T I O N B Y J A M E S S . H O S K I N G N U R S E R Y, WAT E R T O W N , C T

B U I L D A C L A S S I C PA R S O N S TA B L E

DIMMER SWITCHES

NEW PLIERS, OLD PLIERS

It took about two days—and
3 tons of ﬁeldstone—to build
this tranquil pond.

Trickledown
Theory
The quick guide
to building a
stone-lined, ﬁt-anywhere, good-looking
backyard pond.
BY JOSEPH TRUINI

If you’ve always wanted a backyard pond, you’re not alone. Hundreds
of thousands of homeowners already
have them and thousands more are
installing them every year. Why all
the fuss over a water-ﬁlled hole? Well,
for one thing, gurgling waterfalls are
inherently appealing. Also, with the
growing popularity of “water gardening,” many people look at their ponds
as an interesting, ongoing project.
But before you can start stocking
aquatic plants and animals, such as
ﬁsh, frogs, tadpoles and snails, you
need the pond itself. It doesn’t have to

be a huge project. The average pond
measures about 11 x 16 ft., but it can
be built to virtually any size. In some
designs, water trickles down a long,
meandering stream before emptying
into the pond. Many smaller ponds,
like the 6 x 8-ft. kidney-shaped one
shown here, don’t have streams;
water runs over a large ﬂat rock and
spills directly into the pond. This style
is easier to build and can ﬁt into the
smallest yards. Basically, such a pond
is just a hole lined with rubber, plus
some tubing and a pump that’s powered by a cord from the house.
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Digging It
Once you’ve chosen a
location for the pond, lay
out the perimeter using
rope or a garden hose.
Next, mark the outline
with ground limestone
and start digging. Excavate to a depth of 16 in.,
piling the dirt at the rear
of the pond, where the
waterfall will be located.
In the center of the pond,
dig down another 10 in.
to form a pit where the
pump will go.
Now, line the hole and
the pit with screened
mason’s sand and rake
it smooth. On top of the
sand, place the geotextile
fabric that protects the
pond liner. Buy a piece
big enough to cover the
bottom of the hole, the
pump pit and the walls.
The sand and geotextile
will cushion the ﬂexible
rubber liner, protecting it
from punctures.

HOME JOURNAL

B U I L D YOU R OW N P O N D

1

2

D I G G I N G T H E P O N D An irregular
shape makes an attractive, naturallooking pond. Mark its outline with lime,
then dig (1). Cut a vertical wall and ﬂat
bottom for each hole. Dump sand into
each hole, then rake the material into
a smooth and uniform layer (2).

5

3

4

Laying Rubber
Fold the rubber liner
lengthwise, center it over
the hole and unfold it.
The liner should overlap
equally on all sides. Using
your hands and bare feet,
carefully press the liner
into the hole. Then, use a garden
hose to ﬁll the center pit with water
to hold the liner in place.
We built this pond out of red
New England ﬁeldstone, which is
relatively ﬂat and easy to stack.
When dealing with this much
stone—more than 6000 pounds—
you want to handle it as little as
possible, so be sure the nursery or

112

C O V E R I N G U P Rocks are stacked
tightly along the wall, followed by coping
stones along the pond’s perimeter (3).
Place the weir on the spillway stone, trim
the liner around it, then attach the liner to
the weir (4). Snake the power cord through
openings under and between rocks (5).

masonry supplier delivers the stone
directly to the pond site.
Start stacking stones on the pond
ﬂoor, also called the plant shelf (to
differentiate it from the pump pit).
Lay the stones in a foot-wide layer
along the wall. Overlap the stones
between courses and use smaller
stones to ﬁll any sizable gaps.
Next, set the pump’s hose in posi-

tion so that it extends from the center pit to the top of the hole. Carefully lay stone directly over the
hose. Continue stacking stones until
they’re even with the ground. Set a
single layer of ﬂat stones along the
plant shelf, aligning them ﬂush with
the edge of the center pit. Then, place
one ﬂat rock in the bottom of the pit
to serve as a base for the pump.
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B U I L D YOU R OW N P O N D

Plastic
Waterfall Weir
($75)

Black Foam
Rock Sealant
(1 can: $17)

Stone
(60 cu. ft., about
6000 lb.: $500)

Submersible
Pump
(1800 gal. per hour
with 15-ft. cord: $142)

Gravel or
Crushed Stone
(¾ in. gravel to suit:
$15 to $20)

Fish-Safe Rubber
Pond Liner
(45 mil thick, 13 x 15
ft.: $170 to $200)

Geotextile
Underlayment
(15 x 20 ft.: $40 to
$50)

Sand
(6.5 cu. ft., 13
50-lb. bags: $30,
bulk sand: $20)

Construction Costs

This pond cost about $1000 to build, but prices vary. These
simple tips can save you a bundle. 1. Buy from a local garden
center rather than on the Internet. 2. If you have a truck, pick
up sand and gravel yourself instead of having it delivered.
3. Got some nice rocks on your property? Use them.

114

Once all the stones around the
weir are set, secure them with waterproof black foam sealant. Also apply
a thin bead of the sealant under the
lip of the waterfall weir to adhere it
to the spillway.

Plugging In
Fill the spaces between the stones
on the pond ﬂoor with 3⁄4-in. river
rock. Then, take a hose and wash
down the stonework around the
entire pond. Pump or bail the dirty

Pond
Safety

Ponds, especially those stocked with ﬁsh and frogs, are inviting to small children and can constitute a drowning hazard. Your
building department may require your pond to be fenced in.
Check before you build. A pond that is adjacent to a path also
can pose a tripping hazard, especially at night. In such an area,
the path should be illuminated with low-voltage lights.
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Next, set large, ﬂat rocks—called
coping stones—around the perimeter. Stack stones at the rear of the
hole to form the waterfall. A good
rule of thumb is to build it to about
12 to 18 in. above the water level.
Set the waterfall weir in place atop a
large, ﬂat rock (the spillway stone)
that is tipped forward slightly. Connect the weir’s hose to the pump’s
hose coming out of the pond. Trim
the rubber pond liner to match the
waterfall opening at the front of the
weir, then attach the liner to the
weir using its screw-on faceplate.
Backﬁll around the weir with dirt
and continue piling up rocks around
the waterfall area. Conceal the weir
by placing a rock on top of it.

water from the pit.
Next, connect the pump to its
hose and set the pump on a ﬂat
stone in the bottom of the pit.
Check with an electrician to ensure
a safe installation of your pump and
power cord. Here, the pump’s power
cord ran through openings between
and under stones to a GFCI-protected electrical outlet with a weatherproof cover that shields the plug
while it’s connected. Don’t damage
the cord under a stone. Now, use a
hose to ﬁll the pond to within 3 or
4 in. of the coping stones.
Once the pond is ﬁlled, plug in
the pump. In a few seconds, water
will gently spill out of the weir. PM
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SIMPLE
D O - I TYOU RSEL F
WEEKEND
PROJECTS

Classics

An icon of modern design that you can build in a weekend.
This table, designed in the ’20s, is generally attributed to
Jean-Michel Frank, a French designer and decorator associated with
Parsons School of Design in New York City. But the Parsons table,
as we call it today, has become an American classic not because of a
cultured lineage, but simply because its timeless charm ﬁts just about
anywhere. It is, in fact, the essence of tableness—a distillation of
primary components rendered in seamless ﬂat planes, parallel lines
and right angles. Our version is scaled to serve as a coffee table, but
the simple construction details make it easy to build one of any size.
And, to accentuate the geometric nature of the piece, we applied a
paint ﬁnish that covers the woodgrain and joint lines.

G AT E F O L D P U L L O U T
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F R E E

STEP-BY-STEP

PULLOUT

INSIDE

Geometry Class

B Y N E A L B A R R E T T I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y T H O M A S K L E N C K

Cl ass ics
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Materials
& Tools

A table saw is
the fastest and
most accurate
tool for ripping
the leg and rail
pieces, but a portable circular
saw with an edge
guide will work.
A power miter

POWER TOOLS

MATERIALS
Because the
table is painted,
you could build
it entirely of
medium-density
ﬁberboard
(MDF), but you’d
get a table that’s
twice as heavy
as the poplar
version. A lighter
panel choice is
plywood, but its
edges are not as
uniform as MDF
and it requires
more ﬁlling and
sanding.

Parsons tables have square, parallel-sided legs that support
a thick top. We created the illusion of a heavy top by setting
its edges ﬂush with the 3⁄4-in.-thick rails. Poplar is a good
choice for the legs and rails because it’s easy to work and
takes paint well. Solid wood on the top, though, would create
problems as it shrank and expanded with humidity changes,
so we switched to stable medium-density ﬁberboard (MDF).

The legs are
laminated with glue
and nails. Before
applying glue to
adjoining pieces,
stack them so they’re
aligned and drive a
nail at each end so
the points just poke
through the top piece.
Then, apply a light
coat of glue, use the
nail points to align the
pieces and drive the
nails. Add additional
nails to bring each
joint tight. After
making a three-piece
core for each leg, add
the shorter leg-face
pieces that create the
notches for the rails.
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Rip stock to 2 1⁄4 in. wide for the rails. Miter the ends and be
sure that opposite rails are exactly the same length. If you
don’t have power equipment for cutting accurate miters,
you can do it by hand, or simply cut the pieces squarely to
length and use butt joints. Glue and nail each short rail to
two legs, and double-check that the legs are square to the
rails. When the glue has set, add the long rails. If necessary,
tack a diagonal strip across the top to keep things in place
while the glue sets.

Before cutting miters with a table saw or
radial-arm saw, ﬁrst check for an accurate
45-degree cut. Make a test cut on a ﬂat piece
of scrap stock, then hold the two pieces
together and check the angle with a square.
And remember: If your stock isn’t straight, your
saw will never produce consistent joints.

M AC H I N I N G
TIGHT MITERS

HARDWARE
AND SUPPLIES
1 1⁄4-in. ﬁnishing
nails
1 1⁄2-in. ﬁnishing
nails
Wood glue
Wood ﬁller
120- and 220-grit
sandpaper

OTHER
ESSENTIALS
Hammer
Portable drill
Random-orbit
sander
Try square

saw is the tool
of choice for the
rail miters, and
you’ll use a router to trim the top
ﬂush to the rails.

Cut the top about 1⁄4 in. longer and wider than the table
frame, and glue and nail it in place so there’s a uniform
overhang at the edges. Because MDF is so hard, you’ll
have to bore pilot holes for the nails. Then, use a ﬂushtrimming bit to rout the top edges ﬂush with the rails.
When the glue has dried, set all the nails and ﬁll the nail
holes and any other surface imperfections with wood
ﬁller. Sand the table with 120- and 220-grit paper, then
prime and paint the table.

Quick
Tip

The edge texture of medium-density
ﬁberboard is uniform, but it’s more
porous than the face. Prime the edge
with at least two coats. For a smooth
ﬁnish coat, use a short-nap roller.
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Homeowners Clinic
DimmerSwitch
Savings

?DHH@MN@OAJMAPGG=MDBCOI@NN

,*1+ocja\n`^ji_

If I have a 100-watt bulb controlled by a dimmer switch, will I
use less electricity if the switch
is at a lower setting? If so, that
would imply that the switch
would pay for itself, eventually.
Is that true?
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Yes, modern electronic dimmers
save energy. Furthermore, a dimmer
that’s used to control a frequently
used light will almost certainly pay
its own way.
Dimmer switches save energy
by switching the light on and off
120 times per second, which reduces the energy moving through the
circuit. The longer the switch is
off, the lower the light output and
the greater the energy savings. To
accomplish this, the switch uses
a semiconductor device called a
triac (triode alternating-current
switch).
Buy the best quality dimmer
switch that you can ﬁnd (usually in
the $25 to $40 range). These switches are more durable and energy efﬁcient than inexpensive dimmers,
and their electronic circuitry eliminates radiofrequency interference
that can occur when a dimmer is
used on the same circuit with electronics such as an AM radio.
Although switches are comparatively simple devices, there’s more
to dimmer switches than meets the
eye, says Al Lombardi, director of
engineering for Leviton Integrated
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Take a
Learning
Vacation
by
Jo e P r ove y

Call them Club Ed. These
are schools where you can
go on vacation to learn
anything from chain saw
lumber milling to building
a solar energy system to
crafting a wooden boat.
Sessions run from a few
days to three weeks, with
typical weekly tuition
ranging from $400 to $800.

WoodenBoat School students plank up a hull.

Shelter Institute
Woolwich, ME
shelterinstitute.com
Founded in 1974,
the Shelter Institute
is the granddad of
homebuilding schools.
From January through
October, it oﬀers courses
on post-and-beam
construction, home
design, small house
building, and construction management for
homeowners who want
to avoid the pitfalls that
beset owner-builders.

Solar Living
Institute
Hopland, CA
solarliving.org
The Institute oﬀers
year-round workshops
on topics ranging from
installing a PV system to
processing biodiesel fuel
from recycled cooking oil.

Yestermorrow
Design/Build School

Touchstone Center
for Crafts

The Northwest
Woodworking Studio

Warren, VT
yestermorrow.org
Here you can acquire
general woodworking
skills or the speciﬁcs
necessary to build
kitchen cabinets. Other
courses cover working
in steel or stone.

Farmington, PA
touchstonecrafts.com
Originally founded to
help preserve traditional
mountain craft knowhow, Touchstone oﬀers
training in a wide range
of subjects, from ﬁne
arts to blacksmithing,
stained glass to making a
Damascus steel knife.

Portland, OR
northwestwood
working.com
The Studio’s recent
oﬀerings included
instruction on building
projects such as a foyer
table with dovetail
drawers, a ladder-back
or Windsor chair, a
tool cabinet, a Shaker
wall clock and a guitar.
Courses are also oﬀered
on speciﬁc skills such as
ﬁnishing and joinery.

The Heartwood
School for the
Homebuilding Crafts
Washington, MA
heartwoodschool.com
Set in the beautiful
Berkshire Mountains,
Heartwood oﬀers courses
from April through
October. Areas of interest
include homebuilding,
Western and Japanese
timber framing, as well
as methods to convert
trees into lumber with
mills and hand tools.

Networks and Controls, who provided a few pointers for us.
First, match the dimmer’s wattage rating to the load. For example,
control no more than 600 watts of
lighting with a 600-watt dimmer.
The exception is when you “derate”
the switch (restricting its use to less

WoodenBoat School
Brooklin, ME
woodenboat.com
Learn the fundamentals
of wooden boatbuilding
in two weeks, or take
a course on building a
Grand Laker guide boat,
a skiﬀ, a kayak or a canoe.
You bring the requisite
hand tools. Sail home
with what you make. The
school charges you its
cost for materials.

than its full wattage). Derating is
necessary when you need to break
off a dimmer’s cooling ﬁn in order
to ﬁt the switch in a box with other
dimmers. Without the extra cooling surface area, and in proximity
to the other dimmers, the switch
operates at a high temperature and

Southwest
Solaradobe School
Bosque, NM
adobebuilder.com
This school oﬀers threeday workshops in earthwall homebuilding
processes, using adobe,
pressed earth block and
rammed earth.

cannot be used at its full wattage
rating. Consult the manufacturer
for derating instructions.
Next, match the dimmer to the
type of load, such as incandescent
or low-voltage lighting.
Also, don’t use a dimmer switch
to control a ceiling fan. Use a fan
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motor control or choose a dimmer/motor control combination
device. And never use a dimmer to
control power to an outlet or on a
circuit with a shared neutral (the
grounded conductor).

Hit the Shower

Q

I own a ’50s-era house that has a
bathtub but no shower. The tub
has a window above it. I would
like to install a shower in the tub
and keep the window for light

and ventilation. What am I up
against?

A

Assuming the tub stays right where
it is, you’ve probably got a straightforward remodeling job ahead
of you that involves a moderate
amount of plumbing
to install piping and
a diverter valve. The
valve will supply and
control the water ﬂow
to the shower head.
You’ll also have some
tile work, especially
if the tub has no more
than a row or two of
tiles above it—not
an unlikely scenario
in homes built in the
1950s. Also, I’d advise
you to protect the window from the shower
spray by surrounding it
with a curtain.
A more pressing
concern is ventilation.
Showering releases a
tremendous amount
of moisture vapor into
the air very rapidly,
so you should consider installing a bath fan
to remove this moisture to the outside of
the house.

Solar
Heat Gain

Q

I have a large space
below my elevated 16
x 16-ft. sunroom that
I want to enclose in
glass to capture, store
and distribute solar
heat into my home. I
am looking for technical advice, as well as
information on grants
or loans for this.
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A

A Web site that will be very helpful to you is ﬁndsolar.com. It has
a solar estimator, information on
ﬁnding a solar contracting professional and links related to solar
energy. Frequently asked questions
are in another section, which links
to renewable-energy programs and
governmental incentives.
The Web site of the American
Solar Energy Society, ases.org, is
also a good source of information.
Before you begin, be aware that
when you use a large glass-enclosed
area for solar heating, you must also
provide a low-energy means to expel
the heat from the enclosed area in
the summer (or shade it). Otherwise, the cost to cool the house in
the summer may offset any gains
you receive in winter heating.

New Code Blue High-Leverage Pliers

Old Faithful

We live in a time when companies are swept easily
into the economic trash can, either by market forces
or yet another accounting scandal. If not that, they
Channellock: pack oﬀ their manufacturing for distant shores. Credit
120Years is due, then, to that hardy band of manufacturers that
decided to stay in the United States–especially
and Going have
those that thrive in this diﬃcult environment. ChannelStrong lock, the family-owned pliers and hand tool manufacturer, celebrates its 120th anniversary this year, and
don’t think for a minute that the company is resting on its tool-steel laurels
(www.channellock.com). Its recently introduced Code Blue line consists of
eight pliers sold on the Web and through professional tool dealers ($18 to
$30). Each tool is still made in Meadville, Pa. I tested the line’s high-leverage
linemen’s model against my old faithful Channellock Model 348. The Code
Blue pliers are more comfortable, and just as eﬀective as my old pair. They
are also–dare I say it–pretty cool-looking. — Roy Berendsohn
TOOL
TA L K

Sealing Grout

Q

After I have set grout
on the tile ﬂoor for the
bathroom in my basement, do I really need
a sealer?

P H O T O G R A P H S B Y B U R C U AV S A R

A

Whether you need sealer depends on the grout
you are using. Epoxybased grout doesn’t
need a sealer because
it absorbs very little
water. However, you
should seal cementbased grout because it
is more absorbent.
Check with the
grout manufacturer
to ﬁnd out which sealer it recommends and
at what intervals the
sealer should be reapplied. Given the choice
between a less expensive sealer that needs
frequent application
(Continued on page 126)
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R E A D E R P R OJ E C T
Richard A. DeBrasky
Bellefonte, PA

Log Shed
Two winters ago my
old metal shed collapsed
when the roof caved in
from snow. I really enjoy
doing some sweating and
building things at my
own pace, so I designed
a new, sturdier shed modeled after a log cabin. I
just like the rustic look of
log construction. I used
160 landscape ties, each
one 8 ft. long x 3 in. thick
x 5 in. wide. The ties are
held together with construction adhesive and by
3-in. countersunk screws.
I coated the outside of the
shed with deck sealer to
waterproof it. The sealer

also darkened the ties,
giving the shed a nicely
aged appearance.
The roof is made of
Ondura—an asphaltimpregnated corrugated rooﬁng. I chose red
Ondura because it’s reminiscent of old-fashioned
“tin” roofs. The rooﬁng
is supported by a 3⁄4-in.
plywood deck.
Inside the shed is
open, with no posts. I
built a loft under the
highest portion of the
roof by screwing two
logs to the inside walls,
one on each side. On top
of those logs I framed
out a 2 x 4 ﬂoor topped
with 1 x 4 planking.

The 10 x 14 x 10-ft. shed
has a loft and six windows, some of which use
recycled glass.

The shed has six
framed windows, some
made from 1⁄4-in. tempered
glass that I salvaged from
old vending machines.
It took two months
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to build and cost about
$1200. I liked the shed so
much that I built a second, smaller one last year.
For more about sheds,
enter the PM shed search
at popularmechanics
.com/shedsearch.
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Reader Feedback

Recent issues of the Homeowners Clinic generated a variety of
helpful responses from readers. Here are a couple:
David Aker
Chalfont,
PA

Vanessa
Godson
Los Angeles,
CA

After reading a recent letter and PM’s
response on cleaning soap scum
from a shower enclosure, David Aker
wrote to tell us about his experience
using Gel-Gloss, a product that cleans
and leaves a protective ﬁlm. “Our
enclosure was looking pretty dim, but
a recommendation to use Gel-Gloss
[trindustries.com] was what the doctor
ordered. It restored the enclosure to a
glistening ﬁnish.”
In a recent Now You Know, we advised readers to cover a
paint tray using a plastic bag that can be disposed of easily.
Vanessa Godson added this last step: “After you pull the
bag oﬀ the paint tray, you can then knot it at the top. Poke
a hole in the bag’s bottom, then just as you would decorate
a cake, you can cleanly squeeze the extra paint back in the
can without any mess at all.”

and a more expensive product that
lasts longer, I would choose the longer-lasting one.
Prior to applying a sealer, it’s
good practice to test it on an inconspicuous area. I’ve seen sealers dramatically change the grout color.

Handle Droops

Q

I replaced the cartridge in my
Moen kitchen faucet last week,
but now when I turn on the
water, the handle slowly falls
back down and shuts oﬀ the
water. Any suggestions?

A

I spoke with Moen’s tech service
team about your problem, and
they said that the silicone lubrication used on the parts during manufacturing is probably the culprit.
The lubrication and the handle’s
weight can cause the self-closing
problem you describe. You can correct this by wiping the
excess silicone lubricant
from the center stem of
the cartridge or by adding a washer around the
stem of the cartridge for
extra friction.
PM
THE

Check our Web

site for more
WE B

ON

Homeowners
Clinic articles.
popularmechanics
.com/homeowners
clinic
DO YOU HAVE A
HOME-MAINTENANCE
OR REPAIR PROBLEM?

Just ask Norman
about it. Send your
questions to
Homeowners Clinic,
Popular Mechanics,
810 Seventh Ave.,
New York, NY 10019 or
pmhomeclinic@hearst
.com. While letters
cannot be answered
individually, problems
of general interest will
be discussed in the
column.
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Plastic
Bumper
Repair
BY JOHN DECKER

There oughta be a law: If there’s
a post in a parking lot—any post—it
should be high enough to see when
you’re backing up. Unfortunately,
the law we usually see applied is
Murphy’s, and the resulting bodydamage repairs will cost just a few
dollars less than your insurance
deductible. And that’s precisely
the scenario we were faced with
after trying to maneuver our trusty
Honda Civic out of a tight space in
a crowded mall parking lot.
A lot of people would ﬁrst try
to do what you shouldn’t: Head to
the local auto parts store for some
el cheapo body ﬁller and a can of
matching spray paint. Surprise!
The technology of auto body parts
has changed—and you’ll need a
completely different array of supplies to repair painted plastic parts
than you would use to repair sheetmetal. Fortunately, there are a
number of companies making repair and reﬁnishing materials for
plastic bumpers, as well as plastic
fenders and door skins made from
sheet molding compound.

Fixing damaged plastic bumpers involves grinding, sanding, sculpting and

painting. But it’s worth the eﬀort for repairs that would cost less than your deductible.
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BUMPER MECHANICS
Today, the actual “bumper” part
of a front or rear bumper is invisible. The part of the car’s structure that’s used for saving the vehicle’s body from damage is well hidden behind a fairly large semirigid
piece of painted plastic. This plastic
covering is designed to deﬂect and
deform easily when bumped. The
theory goes that you can run into
it lightly and the plastic will pop
back into its original shape. However, really wallop it, especially
with a hard or sharp object, and the
plastic will abrade, cut or tear.
Various carmakers use different
methods of attaching these plastic
bumper covers. Because they are
held in place with screws and tabs
that ﬁt into slots in the body sheetmetal, you may have to do some
hunting around for all the fastening
points of a typical fascia.
On our damaged Civic, for
example, there were screws behind
metal caps near the trunk latch, as
well as screws under the taillights
and at the wheel wells. Once they
were removed, we were able to slide
the bumper’s tabs off a number of
slots in the rear quarter panels. Look
for screws or bolts under the trunk
carpeting between the wheel and

ROTARY FILE

2

(1)Scuﬀ, clean and prep

area with plastic prep solvent
to remove dirt and oil, and
promote adhesion.

128

PREP SOLVENT

1

the rear bumper. You may also ﬁnd
fasteners hidden beneath or behind
the bumper fascia.

from the same stuff. But with the
fascia removed, it’s easy to identify the type of plastic because it’s
stamped into the back side. Stamps
of PP (polypropylene), PPO (polyFASCIA FACELIFT
phenylene oxide) and TPE (thermoYou’ll need a warm, dry place to
plastic elastomer) indicate plastics
work because the repair adhesives
that smear easily when ground or
and ﬁllers cure within a fairly narmachine sanded. (Our Civic bumper
row range of temperatures. If you
is made of polypropylene.) Stamps
have the fascia off the car, you can
of PUR (polyurethane plastic rigid)
work indoors—but not in the baseand TPUR (thermoplastic polyurement because these chemicals can
thane elastomer) are plastics that
give off some pretty noxious fumes.
powder when ground or sanded.
Read the labels carefully.
The type of ﬁller you use to repair
Not all plastic bumpers are made
the bumper depends on
the plastic type, and there
are many different manufacturers. Consult with the
counterman at the auto
ADHESIVE
paint store for the appropriate products. While the
speciﬁc brand you use isn’t
critical, it is important that
you stay with that same
brand throughout the
3
entire repair to be sure the
(2)Grind a “V” into the back
(3)Thoroughly mix equal
products are compatible.
of panel to remove loose
amounts of hardener and
Regardless of plastic
material and give more surrepair adhesive on a piece
face area for adhesion.
of cardboard or paper.
type, prepping the fascia
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is the same: Begin by slightly scuffing the damaged area and cleaning it with plastic surface cleaner.
If the bumper is cut or torn through
completely, make sure to scrub
the inner and outer surfaces. After
rinsing and letting the surface dry,
wipe the area with prep solvent.
When wiping with this material, go
in only one direction because going
in two directions simply drags contaminants back into the repair.
After the solvent has dried,
sand the area by hand with 80-grit
paper. Next, you’ll need to form a
“V” groove in the damaged area on
the front and back sides of the fascia. The grooves allow you to align
the two edges more easily. They also
provide more surface area for the
repair material to adhere to.
For plastic types that powder
when sanded, cut the grooves with
a 24-grit disc on a sander. For plastics that smear when sanded, make
the grooves using a cordless drill

and a rotary ﬁle. This gives you
greater control and slower speeds
to reduce the chance of heat-generated smears.
Repair tears and cuts from the
back side of the fascia. If the cut
or tear is large, you might have to
align and then hold the edges of
the repair with masking tape on
the front of the fascia. Use selfstick ﬁberglass-repair tape to add
structure to the cut or tear. Next,
mix the adhesive and apply it over
the tape with a body-ﬁller squeegee. When the ﬁrst layer of tape is
in place, apply a second layer so the
threads run at a 90-degree angle
to the ﬁrst layer.
Once the material has hardened
(in about 20 minutes), move to the
front of the fascia and remove any
tape (if applied). Next, using 80grit sandpaper, remove any material that has squeezed through, and
sand any spots that are above the
ﬁnished level of the fascia. Fill the

cut or tear and any low spots in the
front of the fascia with the appropriate repair material, and squeegee it level. After it has hardened,
sand everything level, ﬁrst with
80-grit, then 120-grit, and then
apply a light skim coat of repair
material to ﬁll pits and surface
imperfections, and to restore the
original contour. Then ﬁnish sand
with wet 400-grit paper.

PAINTING THE PLASTIC
When the repair is completed, apply
two wet coats of ﬂexible part sealer.
After drying for 30 minutes, the fascia is ready for priming and painting. Again, read the labels and follow the maker’s recommendations
for operator safety—this stuff can be
very toxic if inhaled. Modern prim-

ON

4

PRIMER

(5)Sand and
contour plastic
SQUEEGEE

80-GRIT PAPER

5

body ﬁller with
80- and 120grit, then ﬁnish
with 400-grit
waterproof
sandpaper on
a rubber block.
It will probably
take two coats
to restore contour properly.

6

(6)Prime

area with ﬁller
primer, then
wetsand entire
bumper before
ﬁnal painting.
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Check our Web site for more
Saturday Mechanic articles.

W E B popularmechanics.com/

(4)Spread
plastic ﬁller

over the repair.
Don’t slop it on
heavily or you’ll
have more
work later.

THE

cartroubleshooting

ers and basecoat/clearcoat
paints are ﬂexible enough to
accommodate plastic bumpers without peeling or loss
of adhesion. Prime the fender with two coats of any twopart primer-surfacer, making sure to let the primer
dry between coats. Once the
primer has hardened, dry
sand the repaired areas with
400-grit paper to level it and
remove any imperfections.
Before spraying the bumper with basecoat, wetsand it and gently wipe
the area with a tack rag to
remove dust, then spray
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. You may
need to repeat this process
two or three times to cover
completely. Once the basecoat is dry (usually about 30
minutes), mix the clearcoat
with hardener. Apply two
medium clearcoats, allowing
each to dry in between.
After drying overnight,
the fascia is ready to be reinstalled. Once it’s in place,
lightly wetsand the painted
surface with 1500-grit paper
to remove dust particles and
surface paint imperfections.
Avoid sanding through the
paint by staying away from
creases and seams. When
done, dry the fender and
look for shiny areas, which
indicate that more sanding is
needed. To bring out the luster of the paint, use rubbing
compound on the foam polishing pad of a rotary bufﬁng
machine, still avoiding creases and seams. Get the ﬁnal
sheen using a fresh foam pad
and polishing compound. PM
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BY MIKE ALLEN

Auto Clinic
A Basic
Problem
I have a sprinkler system in my
front yard that splashes water
onto my car on breezy days. I think
the water droplets that evaporate
from the side-window glass leave
mineral deposits behind. Oddly
enough, the paint doesn’t seem
to collect any deposits, nor do the
windscreen or the back glass.
I’ve tried every window cleaner
I can imagine, but nothing gets
rid of these annoying stains. My
son-in-law suggested I try using
hydrochloric acid to dissolve them,
but that really doesn’t sound like
a good idea to me. How can I
remove these spots?

How Glass Spots Permanently

132

The
drying
droplets
start to
etch the
glass.

Circular
etched
mark
looks
like a
deposit.
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Drops
of water
mix with
dirt and
dust.

Bad news: They probably aren’t
mineral deposits. The glass has been
etched by corrosion. Here’s the phenomenon: Your municipal water—
or whatever water supply feeds the
sprinkler system—may have a high
pH (it’s alkaline, or a base), or you
may have had some highly alkaline
surface dust on your glass, which dissolved into the water. This high-pH
water then slowly dried in the sun.
As the volume of water decreased,
the concentration of minerals, and
consequently the corrosive quality of the solution, increased. This
could have etched the surface of
the glass, leaving not a deposit, but
a ring that is below the surface of
the surrounding glass.
Worse news: You can’t remove
these rings with glass cleaners or
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acid. You have three options:
1. Get an auto glass shop to polish the surface of the glass.
2. Polish it yourself. This requires
a felt wheel, a variable-speed electric drill and a kit of various grades
of cerium oxide abrasive. Think of
grinding and polishing a telescope
mirror.
3. Replace the glass.
Why didn’t the water also etch
the windshield and backlite? They
use a more durable, laminated
glass. Most important, how do you
prevent this from happening again?
Keep the windows clean and waxed
so the water doesn’t pool on the surface in big spots.
And, as an aside, the only acid
I would suggest you try is straight
household white vinegar. Put some
on a rag and don’t let it dribble. Don’t
rinse until it has dried, to avoid getting any acid into the door.

Chasing Ghosts

Q

My 1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee has
only 63,000 miles. The problem is
that it keeps blowing the fuse for

YOU NEED
THIS

Turtle
Wax Ice
Polish

No more using
Q-tips to remove
chalky wax from
the rubber trim.

134

SERVICE TIPS

Highlights From Tech Service Bulletins
Does the oil-pressure indicator of your 2006 Dodge or Chrysler minivan go on periodically? DCX Technical Service Bulletin
(TSB) 08-052-05 REV-A says you may also have a trouble code
stored for low pressure. The problem seems to be a poor ground
at the oil-pressure indicator caused by a coating on the bolt that
holds the indicator in place. There’s a new bolt to use, and any
paint needs to be scraped away to ensure a good ground.
Lexus has developed a headlamp protector kit to deter theft
of HID headlamps from 2001-03 RX 300s by making the lamp
assembly more diﬃcult to remove. TSB BO003-06 speciﬁes using
a DataDot kit to mark the headlamps as registered to the VIN.

the interior lights and rear wiper.
The fuse does not blow right away
after I’ve put it in, and I cannot
ﬁnd any particular thing to do to
make it blow at any given time. But
it does eventually blow—within a
couple of days or so. I do as much
of my own mechanical work as I
can, but ﬁnally out of desperation,
I took the Jeep to two auto electric
shops and neither one was able to
ﬁnd the problem.

A

I dare say if these electrical shops
had long enough, they could ﬁnd the

We like to wax our car every
couple of months year-round.
It’s a pleasant hour or two, at
least until we get to the part
where we have to scrub all the
white, powdery wax residue
oﬀ the rubber moldings and
black trim. Ice Polish ($16.99),
from Turtle Wax, won’t leave a
residue. We’ve always said that
wax has to be applied in the
shade, but Ice can be applied in
bright sun without streaking. It
has an ultraviolet protectant to
keep sunlight from fading your
paint. You can even use it on
bumpers, and plastic cladding
and trimpieces. It’s available in
auto parts departments.
turtlewax.com

short. Here’s how I would approach
it. Those two circuits share a fuse,
so there are plenty of wires to trace.
Years ago I made a blown-out fuse
into an adapter for my test light by
trimming away some plastic and
soldering a length of wire to each
of the two blades. Now I can put
my 12-volt test light into the circuit
instead of the fuse. Put the light
up high so you can see it from anywhere in the car—hanging it over
the rearview mirror works well. If
the interior lights and the wiper are
off, the test light will stay out. Turning on any of the lamps or the wiper motor will make the light come
on, albeit dimly. Now you can start
tracing the wiring harness one
wire at a time. Be methodical. Wiggle the harness that goes back to
the tailgate, starting at one end
and moving along to the other end.
When you’re near the short, the
test light will come on brightly, and
you’ve just found your problem.
Now all you need to do is repair
the insulation on the suspect wiring, which I would guess has been
scuffed by some sharp metal edge.

How Fast Was I …

Q

I drive a 1997 Ford Escort that has
an automatic transmission. Only
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trouble is, it will no longer shift out
of First gear. This problem started
at the same time the speedometer
stopped working. I think it’s some
sort of electronic problem. What
do you think?

A

I think that your Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) has failed (or the wiring
to it is bad), so your speedometer
reads 0 all the time. The transmission needs to know the vehicle’s
over-the-road speed to know when
to shift gears properly. When the
speedo is missing this piece of data
(or any number of other things it
needs), your drivetrain goes into
limp-home mode. This leaves the
transmission stuck in Second gear
(not First) so you can, well, limp
home or to a repair shop. So there’s
probably nothing wrong with the
trans. Fix whatever is wrong with

the VSS and the transmission should
work properly again.

A Breath of Fresh Air

Q

I have a 2004 Ford Taurus and
when the heater is on, outside air
comes directly into the passenger
area from the outside, unﬁltered,
unlike when the air conditioner is
on. Most of our driving is in town
in heavy traﬃc, and we are not
able to use the heater because of
the pollution that comes in. This
makes for some long, cold trips.
When we contacted the dealership, we were brushed oﬀ with a
“that’s the way it is and we can’t
ﬁx it.” My last call to the dealership about two weeks ago was
answered with, “We will have
someone call you back.” I got no
return telephone call. I have tried

calling Ford Motor Co. in Dearborn,
but the people I was connected
to in customer service seemingly
knew less about the car than I do.
I am about to run out of warranty
and I am getting desperate.

A

Unfortunately, according to the
service manual, it’s supposed to
be that way (i.e., fresh air only
when in heater mode). However,
it is possible to beat the system:
The way around the problem is
to turn on the air conditioner to
maximum—which automatically
uses only recirculated, rather than
fresh, air—and then crank up the
heat setting until the interior temperature is comfortable. I agree
that this is really a stupid setup.
Most other cars let you choose
between fresh and recirculated air
in almost every HVAC mode.
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Mounting Troubles

Q

I own a 2000 Hyundai Accent GS.
It has 26,000 miles on it. After an
average of 2 to 3 minutes of running, if I put it in Drive it starts to
vibrate. It vibrates less in Neutral.
If I turn on my air conditioner, the vibration
gets worse. It happens
only if I am stopped—
if I accelerate, it goes
away. My mechanic
tried to adjust it by
raising the idle to 900
rpm, but it didn’t help.
He said I need a new
fuel ﬁlter; another said
I need a timing belt.

damage. If they’re all intact, loosen all the mount bolts one full turn.
Then start the car, let it idle, put it
in Drive and then Reverse a couple of times, then shut it off. Now
tighten all the motor mounts. This

A

Start by taking a very
close look at all of the
rubber motor mounts
for deterioration or

ON

THE

More Car Care
on the Web:

W E B popular

mechanics
.com/carcare.

GOT A HIGH-MILEAGE
CAR? We’re looking for

readers who have managed to maintain their
vehicles so well that
they don’t ever seem
to wear out. Forever is
a long time, but if your
favorite ride has rolled
the odometer over more
than a couple of times,
please share it with us.
Just use the addresses
below.
DO YOU HAVE A CAR
PROBLEM? Just ask

Mike about it. Send
your questions to Auto
Clinic, Popular
Mechanics, 810 Seventh
Ave., New York,
NY 10019 or to
pmautoclinic@hearst
.com. While letters, faxes,
phone calls or e-mail
cannot be answered
individually, problems of
general interest will be
discussed in the column.
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should align all of the mounts so
they let the engine shake a little,
but won’t transfer the shake to the
rest of the car. I seriously doubt that
the trouble is with the fuel ﬁlter or
the timing belt.
PM
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BY JOEL JOHNSON

Tech Clinic

A

P
Recording
Hi-Fi From
the Sky

Q

I’m interested in one of the new portable satellite radios that also play MP3s.
Can I record broadcasted songs directly with these machines? Also, can I
oﬄoad these songs from the machine?

Devices such as Pioneer’s inno ($400) and
the Samsung Helix ($400) can record XM

138

Satellite Radio. But according to Pioneer’s Jaed Arzadon, “You won’t be able
to transfer [recorded XM]
to any other device.” You
can, however, bookmark
songs you like on XM and
purchase them later as
192Kbps WMA ﬁles for
99 cents per song via the
Napster Light music download service. Sirius Satellite Radio’s $330 portable
radio/MP3 player, the
S50, allows you to record
music off the air, but the
S50 must be in a cradle to
receive satellite broadcasts
in the ﬁrst place and the
company has no arrangement with any music
service for purchase.
You can’t ofﬂoad digital music files directly
from any of these devices because licensing fees
paid by satellite broadcasters don’t include the right
for you to make home copies. But, there’s nothing
stopping you from simply
recording the audio from
the headphone jack with
a basic minijack-to-minijack cord and some free
audio editing software
like Audacity (audacity
.sourceforge.net). With a little work,
you’ll have a low-ﬁdelity but permanent
MP3 copy that can even be sent back to
your satellite radio/MP3 player.
Remember this, though: Because
you’ve transmitted the digital audio ﬁle
on your portable player through an ana-
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log output, the sound of the ﬁle you
end up recording is going to be of
far lower quality than if you had
purchased it directly from Napster.
Plus, none of the track information
is going to carry over, so expect to
enter all of that yourself. A direct
recording is hardly a perfect solution
for music, but for something like an
especially memorable talk show that
won’t be available on Napster at all,
the loss of quality may be made up
for by the fact that you have a permanent archival copy of your own.
There’s also another option.
Many new xm2go devices have
built-in FM transmitters that allow
you to rebroadcast XM material
to any other radio with an FM
tuner. Again, there is a loss of ﬁdelity from XM’s digital feed to analog
FM, but if you’re only trying to get

the satellite content from your portable device to a larger stereo, it’s
certainly a simpler option.

Double Vision

Q
A

I’d like to set up multiple screens
on my computer. Do I need any
special hardware?

While there’s a chance that your PC
may have shipped with the hardware necessary to connect to two
or more monitors at once, more
than likely you’ll need some additional equipment.
One option is to upgrade your
existing video card to one that has
two VGA or DVI connections. Many
video cards have one VGA and one
DVI connection, so you’ll need to
determine if your monitors accept
VGA, DVI or both. (Refer to our
Cable Guide on page 142.)
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If you don’t have a video card
that can be replaced, or don’t
want to replace your current card,
you may be able to insert an extra
video card in one of your computer’s PCI slots. In addition to powering more monitors, secondary
video cards can also provide a performance boost for video games as
well as desktop applications.
And, many laptops these days
are equipped with expansion video
ports that allow users to hook up a
secondary monitor with ease.
If you’d rather avoid opening up your PC, check out the
TripleHead2Go expansion module
($300) from Matrox. It attaches to
your computer’s VGA output, then
splits the signal to up to three monitors. We haven’t had a chance to use
it, but it looks promising—and easy.

3G Cellular
Battle Royale
U M T S / H S D PA
Samsung
Zx10
Cingular
Option
GT Max

Prepare to exercise your acronyms. The 3G networks that were hyped ﬁve
years ago are ﬁnally up and running, and it’s just as confusing as everyone
suspected it would be. Here’s a breakdown of who oﬀers what.

What does it mean?

Who oﬀers the
service?

How fast is it?

How much does
it cost?

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
is a mobile broadband version of the widely used Global
System for Mobile communications (GSM) standard.
High-Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) is a higherspeed update of UMTS.

Cingular now
oﬀers UMTS/
HSDPA in 16 cities and plans to
expand it to 100
cities by mid-’07.
T-Mobile’s service should launch
in 2007.

UMTS averages speeds
of 220Kbps
to 320Kbps;
HSDPA operates
at 400Kbps to
700Kbps, around
the speed of a
home DSL line.

Cingular oﬀers
unlimited data
access for $60
per month. An
Option GT Max
laptop card costs
$100. Samsung’s
Zx10 UMTS
phone is $149.

Evolution-Data Optimized
(EV-DO) is the 3G broadband
wireless version of the Code
Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) standard used in the
United States, Korea, Japan
and 76 other countries.

Verizon Wireless’s BroadbandAccess
works in 180
cities. Sprint’s
Mobile Broadband service
works in
219 cities.

Similar to
HSDPA, EV-DO
networks
have average
data download speeds
of 400Kbps to
700Kbps.

Verizon service
costs $80 per
month; laptop
cards start at
$100—phones start
at $70. Sprint oﬀers
a free card with
an $80 per month
subscription.

E V- D O

Novatel
V620

Verizon
XV6700
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Shake Down

Q

My new digital camera has image
stabilization technology. How
does that work and how much
shake can it compensate for?

A

VGA is an analog video interface
used for hooking up PC monitors.
DRAWBACKS: For ﬂat-panel
monitors, a VGA connection
requires that your PC’s video output
be converted from digital to analog.

VGA
Video

Composite
Video

Invented by RCA in the 1930s, these
“phono” connectors are commonly
used in pairs to carry stereo sound.
DRAWBACKS: Dual-plug format
can’t carry digital multichannel sound.

RCA Audio

These RCA connectors separate
brightness and color info into Y
(green), Pb (blue) and Pr (red).
Considered the best analog choice
for HD video. DRAWBACKS: Still
inferior to digital cables.

Component
Video

The “cable” of the cable industry,
co-ax is capable of carrying
everything from digital data to
analog TV. DRAWBACKS: In the
future, ﬁberoptic lines from telcos
should oﬀer bigger bandwidth.

RF Coaxial
Video

Super Video separates picture
info into two channels, carried in a
single cable. It ranks as a step up
from composite video. DRAWBACKS:
Inferior to component video and
carries no sound.

S-Video

Two channels on a single tiny plug,
Minijack
these connectors generally are
found on earphones. DRAWBACKS:
Attaching portable music devices to
stereos
YYePG usually
Proudlyrequires
Presents,minijack
Thx for to
Support
RCA adapters.
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This common, yellow, RCA-style
video cable carries color and
brightness information in one
wire. DRAWBACKS: Video ﬁdelity
is considered the lowest among
analog video cables.

▼
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For all the advances in wireless technology over
the past few years, most of your electronic devices are still connected to each other by cords—and
the variety of diﬀerent cable standards is only
growing. So while we wait for all of these wires
to be Bluetoothed and Wi-Fied into oblivion, it
helps to know your plugs. — By Glenn Derene
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Optical image stabilization (IS) in
digital cameras generally involves
the imaging sensor or the lens moving in the opposite direction from
your hand’s accidental movement,
so that the operative part remains
still even while the camera body is
in motion. The lens or image sensor
is mounted on a movable platform
within the camera housing. This
platform is actuated by a piezoelectric transducer based on movement
data captured by accelerometers,
which detect the speed and direction
of the camera’s movement. (Optical
IS systems are generally considered
superior to digital stabilization algorithms, found in cheaper camcorders, that can decrease resolution.)
Depending on the camera, you
may be able to select between continuous IS and shoot-only mode. In
continuous mode, IS is always on,
stabilizing the images through the
viewﬁnder. This makes it easier to
frame a clear shot, but causes greater strain on the camera’s battery. In
shoot-only mode, IS doesn’t activate
until you depress the shutter button. Shoot-only mode often delivers
better results because the sensor/
lens remains at the center of the
image until you shoot, allowing for
maximum freedom of movement.
The general rule of thumb is
that a camera with IS can stabilize
an image at slower shutter speeds
than a camera without IS. If you can
take a sharp image at 1⁄250 of a second
without IS, you could take an image
at 1⁄30 of a second with IS.
On digital single-lens reflex
(DSLR) cameras with image stabilization, the IS technology is inside

K N OW- H OW

USB

MiniUSB

Often found on the opposite end
of the cable from a standard USB
plug, it carries both data and
500 milliamps/5 volts of power.
DRAWBACKS: Looks similar to other,
incompatible digital camera plugs.

Ethernet

Aka RJ-45, these wires are the
standard for computer networking.
Quality cable can handle 10Mbps to
1000Mbps. DRAWBACKS: Not many.
Ethernet is so successful that many
new houses have it built in.

C A B L E S
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Optical
Audio

D I G I T A L

The most versatile of all cables,
these cords link thousands of USB
1.1 (12Mbps) and 2.0 (480Mbps)
devices to PCs. DRAWBACKS:
Despite USB’s ﬂexibility, it is rarely
used for AV connections.

Sometimes called Toslink,
ﬁberoptic cable delivers
multichannel sound with zero
interference. DRAWBACKS:
Conversion from electrical signals
to light pulses can introduce errors.

Digital
Coaxial

The alternative to optical cables,
digital co-ax cables use an
RCA connector to carry digital
multichannel sound. DRAWBACKS:
Improperly shielded co-ax cables
can be aﬀected by electrical ﬁelds.

HDMI

The current state of the art
in digital AV, HDMI carries
uncompressed high-deﬁnition
video and multichannel sound.
DRAWBACKS: HDMI cable can get
incredibly expensive—shop around.

DVI

Digital Visual Interface cables
do dual duty as connectors for
computer monitors and HDTVs.
DRAWBACKS: Older DVI equipment
may not be compatible with current
copy-protection standards.

FireWire
Six-Pin

Sometimes called IEEE 1394a or
i.Link, standard FireWire can trasmit
data at 400Mbps. DRAWBACKS: The
original FireWire standard is losing
steam against the faster and more
ubiquitous USB 2.0.

FireWire
Four-Pin

Often used for digital video
cameras, the four-pin FireWire
connector is sometimes also found
on laptops. DRAWBACKS: Unlike
its six-pin brother, this connector
is unpowered.

the removable lens itself, rather
than inside the camera body. As you
might expect, lenses with IS are more
expensive than comparable lenses
without it. Professional shooters in
rough situations (such as helicopter
rides) often use external stabilization rigs, with multiple gyroscopes
that steady the entire camera.

Mac Attack

Q

I’ve always heard that there are no
viruses circulating for Apple computers, but recently I read about
OS X/Leap-A. Should I be worried?

A

Not necessarily. While Leap-A is
the ﬁrst piece of malicious software
to target a vulnerability in Apple’s
Macintosh OS X, alert users can
generally catch it before it does signiﬁcant harm to their computers.
Leap-A requires a user to load a
ﬁle called “latestpics.tgz” (usually
with a note promising pictures of
Apple’s unreleased “Leopard” operating system) by double-clicking
the ﬁle to decompress it, then allowing the application inside to be
installed by executing the ﬁle. While
it’s possible that OS X users have
become soft to basic security habits due to their years of relatively
troublefree Internet use, the general
rule still applies: Never run an application from an unknown source.
Those users who do run the
application will allow the worm to
riﬂe through their iChat contacts
and send copies of itself to friends
and business associates, but each of
those friends and associates must
in turn make the same series of
decisions for the malware to do any
damage to their Macs.
PM
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Check our Web site for more
Tech Clinic.

W E B popularmechanics.com/
techclinic

FireWire
800

This IEEE 1394b FireWire update
is twice as fast as the original.
DRAWBACKS: The standard is
backward compatible, but the ninepin
plug isn’t.
Maybe
that’s
why it
YYePG
Proudly
Presents,
Thx
for Support
hasn’t caught on.
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Lifeguard
Guy Pere
Haleiwa, Hawaii
Years on Job: 16

OAHU’S FAB LED NORTH SHORE is not only
the home of pro surﬁng’s Triple Crown contests but the birthplace of tow-in surfing, in which personal watercraft help athletes drop in on waves up to 50 ft. tall.
It’s also where lifeguards developed a two-person rescue system using PWCs.
Elite rescue-craft operator Guy Pere performs about 20 saves per year (mostly
during the treacherous winter), but says prevention—stopping the guy with the
rental surfboard—is his top priority. “If I just sat there and let everyone go in
the water, well, I’d probably never have lunch.”

“DURING A RESCUE,
THE THROTTLE’S
OPEN, YOU’RE

1

3

4

1 TOWER A lifeguard’s shelter and toolshed, the
17-ft. tower is equipped with an 800-MHz radio
system that reaches every inch of Oahu.
2 RESCUE BOARD Once the primary tool of a
North Shore guard, this 12-ft. handmade ﬁberglass
board is still a staple for rescues inside the surf line.
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LOOKING FOR
HAZARDS, LIKE
ROCKS AND
THE GUY’S
SURFBOARD,
AND WHAT HIS
SITUATION
IS. AT THE
SAME TIME,
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR YOUR
ENTRANCE,
EXIT AND THE
NEXT SET OF
WAVES.”

2

3 RESCUE TUBE Foam belts placed under the
arms keep victims aﬂoat and tethered to the rescuer.
4 AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR
Computer chips analyze heart rhythms, allowing
nonmedical professionals to jumpstart hearts.
• WATERCRAFT PWCs have all but replaced the
use of helicopters for distant rescues, slashing
response times—what once took 45 minutes now
often takes less than ﬁve. As one guard drives back
through the surf, the other secures the victim to a
rescue sled attached to the PWC.
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